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Introduction

Introduction

1.1 A short overview

In this thesis some techniques for doing one-loop calculations with massive parti-
cles are presented. Before we start, however, it is a good idea to review what these
calculations are, why we do them, what they commonly entail and why new tech-
niques are needed in this field, which has seen contributions from many quarters
over many years already.

The rest of this introduction will be concerned with these questions and some
answers. A short review of the perturbation series will be given, the diagrammatic
notation very briefly reviewed and some of the problems associated with these
calculations touched upon. Next we explain why it is still worthwhile to undertake
these massive calculations to further our understanding of Nature and the models
that have been constructed to describe her behaviour. New techniques seem to
be both necessary and feasible with the use of modern computing power. Finally
we illustrate these points with a relatively simple one-loop calculations: photon
photon scattering.

Chapters 2 and 3 give the tools necessary to evaluate the one-loop integrals
which occur in these calculations. In order to be able to avoid the subject almost
entirely afterwards we will give a very technical and complete description of all
the algorithms that have to be applied to obtain a reliable answer for arbitrary
masses. The general solutions have long been known, but numerical problems
precluded their use in many calculations. These problems have been solved using
some new techniques, which have also proven to be very useful in the rest of the
investigation. The algorithms have been coded into Fortran (to evaluate the scalar
integrals) and the algebraic language Form (to reduce the tensor integrals to scalar
integrals). Details of their implementations and a short user's guide can be found
in appendices A to C.

The next chapter, 4, builds on this with applications in the theory of the strong
interaction, QCD (Quantum Chromodynamics), in mind. We will use the ease with
which one-loop integrals with massive particles can now be handled to regulate
some of the myriads of infinities that plague this theory by mass parameters. This
simplifies the calculations considerably, in the sense that more of the computational
burden can be offloaded to a computer. However, in order to obtain physical results
we will have to renormalise the description of the proton in structure functions.
This renormalisation is different from the published results for the gluon and has
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thus to be redone.
Finally we will give the first physics results that we have obtained with these

new methods in chapter 5. These concern heavy quark production in semi-leptonic
interactions, for instance neutrino charm production and top production at the
ep collider HERA and the proposed LEP/LHC combination. We will give total
and differential cross-sections for one-loop corrections to top production at the
HERA and proposed LEP-LHC electron-proton colliders and compare the structure
functions for charmed quark production with previously published results. These
calculations will show the ease with which one can obtain a physics result once
the groundwork of the previous chapters has been completed.

Chapters 2 (except for 2.5) and 3 have been published before [1].

1.2 Quantum corrections
The best theory to describe Nature we have at the moment is the Standard Model,
which seems to describe all experiments performed so far with remarkable success.
A description can be found in any recent textbook on particle physics (see for
instance [2, 3, 4]). Unfortunately, only two methods are at this moment known
which give verifiable predictions from this relativistic quantum field theory: per-
turbation theory and lattice gauge theory. The latter can presently give insight in
bound state problems such as the mass of the proton, the former is suited for the
description of scattering and decay experiments. These are exactly the types of
experiments in which currently the limits of the very small and the very energetic
are being investigated.

In perturbation theory one expands the solution as a (formal) series in a cou-
pling constant g which is taken to be small. A very convenient notation for the
terms in such a series is the use of Feynman diagrams [5]. The first term is given
by all tree diagrams, diagrams without internal loops. The next contribution is
represented by the one-loop diagrams and so on. Although these are easy to write
down, the actual evaluation into a form which can directly be compared with ex-
periment, a (differential) cross-section or decay width, is far from trivial. Not only
are the calculations lengthy and involved past the tree level, most intermediate
results turn out to contain divergences which have to treated very carefully. These
occur both among the n-loop diagrams and between n-loop diagrams and <n-loop
diagrams with more (massless) particles in the final state that are of the same
order in g. These have thus to be included in any meaningful calculation. For this
reason this class of calculations is also known as radiative corrections.

The state of the art at this moment seems to be the pole structure of massless
four- and five-loop calculations [6], the finite piece of massless three-loop calcula-
tions, simple massive two-loop processes [7] and complicated one-loop reactions.
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Except for reasons of accuracy — one more term in the perturbation series —
there is another reason why we are interested in these corrections. If one puts back
into the formulae the Planck constant h that is normally set equal to 1 one can
see that these higher-loop diagrams form the quantum corrections on the classical
tree-level process, and are thus an essential part of our understanding of Nature.

1.3 Physics motivation

The essence of physics lies in the confrontation of theory and experiment. In order
to refute or validate a theory one has to be able to make predictions for measurable
quantities, here differential cross-sections and decay widths. The accuracy with
which the experiments can be done should be matched by the accuracy of the
theoretical prediction. At this moment many experiments have reached a stage in
which the radiative corrections are vitally important to test the theory.

Precision measurements on electroweak theory such as presently being per-
formed at LEP will soon reach accuracies below the one percent level. In order
to obtain this accuracy one has to include the electromagnetic corrections up to
two loops and the weak corrections up to one loop. The one-loop results for the
most important processes (e + e~ —» fi+(i~ [8], W pair production [9, 10, 11],
bhabha scattering [12], deep inelastic scattering [13, 14], two photon reactions
[15]) are now known, the two-loop electromagnetic corrections only partly for
e + e~ —> /i+fi~ [16]. There still are many reactions for which the first order
corrections are not yet known, such as the full e+e~ —* 4 fermions process.

tn QCD the situation is completely different. The large value of the coupling
constant makes tree-level calculations very rough estimates indeed. The pole
structure of the higher order corrections is often used to improve the behaviour
of these leading order results. In practice they qualitatively describe the data
surprisingly well, with only the normalisation ("K-factor") off by a factor of two
or less. The accuracy is often not so good to be able to say anything substantial
about the theory, so higher order calculations are needed. The full two-loop result
for Drell-Yan scattering is almost completed [17], and partial one-loop results exbt
for heavy quark production in deep inelastic scattering [18] and proton-proton
scattering [19].

The next-to-leading order results are also used to get an impression of the
convergence of the perturbation series. This series is thought to be an asymptotic
series only, and in QCD it is not known when the series starts diverging again.
The size of the corrections may give an indication when this is happening.

Lastly, there are many rare processes for which the lowest order contribution is
a one-loop process. Examples are CP-violating weak decays, rare ZQ decays such
as ZQ —> 37 and some Higgs production mechanisms.
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There is one point which is central to this thesis we have not yet touched
upon. The masses of light particles are often neglected in these calculations.
However, there are many kinematical regions in which this cannot be done. Also,
the inclusion of the W, ZQ, Higgs and heavy quarks makes handling of non-zero
masses important. In QCD one can regulate some divergences using (fictitious or
physical) masses.

Whatever the physics goal of the calculation, by now the theoretical problems
associated with the evaluation of higher order diagrams have been investigated and
largely solved [20, 21, 22]. What remains are practical and technical problems. The
goal is thus to improve the techniques used to the extent that one can concentrate
on the physics content. There are several ideas on progress in this direction.

1.4 New techniques
A full one-loop calculation consists of the following steps. First one writes down
all Feynman diagrams which contribute to the process being investigated with
one loop and with an extra massless particle in the final state. Usually not all of
these are relevant and a selection can be made. These diagrams are translated into
formulae with the Feynman rules found in the appendix of your favourite textbook.

Next one breaks down the virtual diagrams to elementary functions and inte-
grates out the soft part of the phase space of the extra massless particle in the
radiative graphs. The intermediate results now are highly divergent, this can be
cured by renormalisingthe physical input parameters. Finally the result is presented
as plots of differential cross sections, a total cross section or an event generator
to compare with experimental results.

These tasks are big and difficult. A lot of effort has thus been invested into
finding ways to perform these calculations with less effort. On the theoretical side,
efficient ways to evaluate large tree-leve! graphs such as the radiative graphs have
been developed [23, 24]. These will not further be discussed in this thesis; for the
physics result we still use the old-fashioned spinsum-and-trace method. The gen-
eral solutions to the one-loop integrals are known [25, 8]. Many special cases have
been computed using techniques like dispersion relations (see for instance [26]).
The renormalisation schemes are fixed and canonised [27]. One can try to increase
the accuracy of the result using techniques like soft radiation exponentiation [21],
or simplify the calculation using a structure function approach.

On the practical side, the advent of modern high-speed computers has meant
a qualitative change in the kind of problems one can tackle and the methods one
uses. Feynman diagrams can now be generated automatically and a lot of the
algebra can be handled by symbolic manipulation programs1 [28, 29, 30]. Some

1in fact, the first of these (SchoonSchip, Reduce, Ashmedai) were developed for this exact
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or all of the integration an be handled numerically using an adaptive program
such as Vegas [31]. It has even come to the point that the result of a theoretical
calculation is often given as an event generator, a computer model of reality which
the expermentalist can use to compare with his real world.

A recurring problem on this practical side is the occurrence of numerical prob-
lems. It is a feature of gauge theories that separately divergent diagrams combine
into finite results. This manifests itself in a numerical evaluation in steps where
two large intermediate results combine to give a small answer — which leads to
the physics result. This cancellation often is more than the standard precision in
which numbers are stored in a computer, so that all information about the an-
swer is lost. For instance, in electroweak one-loop scalar integrals it is not at all
difficult to find an example where one looses 80 digits, whereas double precision
arithmetic normally gives 16 digits or so (32 on some machines). One can circum-
vent these problems by using large precision [8], but this makes all but the most
simple calculations impractically slow.

A better solution is to use better algorithms to evaluate the diagrams, often
based on the structure of the gauge theory. This is being actively pursued for the
tree-level graphs using several spin-line methods, and the spinor techniques are
also useful in this respect. To evaluate the one-loop graphs countless special cases
have been analyzed. We give a workable general solution in the next chapters.

In the next section we will give an example of a very simple one-loop calculation
to show some of these methods and the problems that one encounters.

1.5 An example: 77 —* 77

Although photon-photon scattering is not a very interesting reaction experimen-
tally, it is a good test case. It is the limiting case of photon-nucleus (Oell-Bruck)
scattering where two of the photons are off-shell. Also the interesting rare Zo

decay ZQ —> 3y and W pair production from gluon-gluon fusion gg —» W+W~
show similar structures. The leading order is already one-loop, as the photon does
not couple to itself (it is not charged). The dominant Feynman diagrams are the
ones with a light fermion in the loop. The process can of course not be infra-red
divergent as there are no lower order diagrams to attach an extra photon to to
cancel these divergences. The analysis is further simplified by the fact that there
are only three dimensionful parameters in the problem: the center of mass energy
i/s, this energy times the cosine of the scattering angle \ / - * and the mass of the
particle in the loop TO.

The Feynman diagrams for one fermion are

purpose.
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uuuuvt-t

A complete calculation of this process can be found in for instance [32, 33, 24].
The methods used there are an analysis of the helicity structure of the diagram
and dispersion integrals to solve the one-loop integrals.

Here we will follow the approach outlined in the previous section. We fill in the
Feynman rules and obtain a set of so-called tensor integrals, integrals of the form
JdnQQ" • • • Q"/Ni •••Nk, with JV< the propagators JV,- = (Q + E J " 1 Pi? ~™2-
These integrals can all be reduced to linear combinations of the scalar ones [20],
although this is by no means trivial for the most complicated integral

J
This reduction can be performed using the scheme given by Passarino and Velt-
man [8] or the one described in this thesis (chapter 3). After adding the three
diagrams (with a factor 2 to account for the possible orientations of the fermion
in the loop) and some major, but quite boring, simplification steps we get the
result for the total amplitude in terms of scalar loop integrals with one to four
propagators, which are called the scalar n-point functions. The one-point function
is trivially rewritten to a logarithm, the two-point function conventionally denoted
by 2?o(p2,mf,m2) ( the three-point function by C"o(Pi,pi>P3>TOi7"»2>rra3) ano<

2>P3>P4> sit,mi>mhmhmi) IS t n e four-point function.
The total amplitude is given by

When the intermediate particle is a spin 0 boson the amplitudes are written as A0,
for the fermions it will be A*. The tensors that define the various amplitudes are
given by

r* =
Tv =

T. =

Tt =

A3 = stu (1.3)

with 6f and v1* axial vectors. These are most easily defined using Levi-Civita
tensors and generalised Kronecker deltas which are formally introduced in section
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2.2:

Pi Pa
XP*<r
VPlPl

(1.4)

The terms in these tensors are orthonormal. Therefore the matrix element squared
is rather simple:

|A|2 =A2
b+A2

v + 2A] + 2A] + 2A\ (1.5)

In addition we may note that A% = At(s —* t) and Au — Aa(s —> u), so that we
have to give only three amplitudes. A useful set of variables is given by:

(1.6)

in which the Bo, Co and Do are scalar two, three and four-point functions with
obvious mass assignments. There is one peculiarity: Do(u) is the four point
function in s and t. The amplitudes are:

- 3C<4>/A3 +m2(16C ( 0 ) -

A°v = - 4 + 32AlZ>(-4> + 64m2A3I>(-2) + 32m4Z>(°> - 4B<°) + B<3>/A3

7C<7>/Al - 3C<4VA3 + m2(-16<7(0>
4

c / A + C / A 3 £
4 2

-m2(2C<3> + 4sC(2>)/A3 + (aT/A3 - 6s4 + 8m2s3)C0(«)/A3

(1.7)

Ai = - $
< ) ^ (1.8)

10
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Next we have to evaluate the scalar n-point functions. They are given by

B0(a) = B{s,m2,m2)

C0{s) = C(0,0,s,m2,m2,m2)

D0(s) = D(0,0,0,0,u,t,m2,m2,m2,m2)

(1.11)

with n the dimension of the space we work in, taken to be almost, but not quite,
four, Sa — m2s~s2/4-ie and 6atu = m2stu/4.+s2t2/l6. The dilogarithm ^ ( s )
is defined in equation (2.33). The permutations to u and t are straightforward.

We now have something called a solution, which can be evaluated as the
original problem has been reexpressed in known functions. Tiis is of course a
rather vague terminology; one could equally well have considered the scalar n-
point functions as known and elementary functions and stopped earlier. (This is
the approach we will take in the rest of this thesis.) Even before that one could
have called the tensor functions (decomposed in all covariant tensors available)
elementary and quit the analytical calculations there already.

Any one way this result can now be programmed and plots generated to com-
pare with other calculations. The experimental data are rather sparse on this
reaction. As an example we give in figure 1.1 the total cross-section as a function
of the center of mass energy V^. which can be compared directly with figure 23
in [33].

The figure also shows one of the most fiendish problems that plague these kind
of calculations: numerical inaccuracies. It happens that in the limit t -* 0, in
which the cross-section peaks, C0's and Do's conspire in equation (1.7) to give
an answer which is very much smaller than the original terms. The points on the
right-hand side of the picture could thus not be calculated to a precision of greater
than 10"1 to 10~2 using a computer with a precision of 10~15 . (The actual run
was a trade-off: too many points in the Gaussian quadrature gave points so close
to the edge of phase space that no significant digits were left, so the integral could

11
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1
b

Figure 1.1: The total cross-section for the process 77
energy of the photon.

77 in pb against the

only be done with 4 points). On the left-hand slope the situation is even worse:
here also the combinations (1.6) are unstable. Even the standard procedure to
evaluate the Do described in chapter 2, which was used to obtain the plot rather
than the expression (1-11), loses 3 digits accuracy in this region. These three
contributions result in no precision left over at all in the left-most points in the
graph. This explains the irregularities in the plot.

12
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How to evaluate scalar one-loop
integrals

2.1 Introduction

The evaluation of scalar loop integrals is one of the time consuming parts of
radiative correction computations in high energy physics. Of course there exists
a general solution for these integrals [25], but the formulae are involved and also
the implementation in a computer program is far from straightforward. This is
particularly so due to very complicated numerical problems. The traditional way to
avoid these problems is to do the integrals by hand for each special case separately
(special cases can give much compacter formulae) and use a rather large precision
when programming these formulae. This costs much time. M. Veltman on the
other hand has programmed the general formulae in a program called FormF which
allowed him to do some very complicated radiative correction computations [8].
On a restricted class of computers this program is available. But even in this
program the numerical problems have not been solved completely, even though
the precision with which some intermediate results are evaluated is sometimes 120
decimal digits! There are many calculations for which it would be difficult to use
FoimF. In addition the use of such an extended precision makes the evaluation of
the integrals rather slow. As long as one considers corrections to reactions with
only two particles in the final state this is not much of a problem. The amount of
computer time that is needed for the computation of reactions with more particles
in the final state seems however prohibitive.

It is therefore necessary to study the original integrals for scalar three- and
four-point functions again in order to find expressions for them that are numerically
stable to such an extent that they can be programmed in a standard precision.
This involves of course more work. During this work we encountered some rather
striking ways to rewrite the integrals, allowing us to classify the quantities that
cause the numerical problems either as kinematical determinants or as the analytic
continuations of kinematical determinants that are part of the computation of the
corresponding radiative diagrams. The occurrence of these determinants should
not be a great surprise. Current conservation and gauge cancellations should
occur as a function of the kinematical quantities that are present in a problem.
This means that there must be objects that harbour great cancellations (for a
high energy t-channel reaction 10 digits cancellations are not uncommon). Those

13
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objects can usually be written either as the sum of terms with vector products
(dotproducts) and masses — the unstable form — or the combination of a number
of Levi-Civita tensors — the stable form [34]. This should not be very surprising:
the electromagnetic field-strength tensor F*" is antisymmetric in fi and v and
can also be written as a combination of two Levi-Civita tensors. Furthermore, the
easiest way to define the dual field-strength F^" is through a single Levi-Civita
tensor.

The combination of a pair of Levi-Civita tensors is often a way to write a
determinant as in the case of Gram determinants [35, 36]. Very often the value
of these determinants is already present when the kinematical configuration is
constructed. Hence we will try to express many quantities in terms of these de-
terminants, thereby solving most numerical problems. In some cases we will give
some examples of the cancellations that may occur if the proper precautions are
omitted. In general it is best to use the same rewrites of the integrals that we
use to obtain a stable configuration also for analytic calculations. Only when the
answer is in a stable form is it possible to see how the answer depends on its
parameters. This is particularly important for the study of asymptotic behaviour.

The layout of the chapter is as follows. First we will discuss our notations
and the definitions of the various determinants we will be using after which we
give a brief discussion of numerical instabilities. We skip the rather trivial one
and two-point functions to use these to give a rather straight forward solution for
the three-point function integral. Next we solve the four-point integral, using the
reduction scheme that expresses it in terms of two three-point functions. This
algorithm [25] can be used for nearly all reactions. Finally we give a compact
expression for the five-point function.

It is hoped that this rather technical chapter will help the reader avoid these
problems as much as possible.

2.2 Definitions and Notations

2.2.1 Kinematical determinants

An algebraically compact and numerically stable notation for tree-level matrix
elements can often be obtained by the use of kinematical determinants [34, 35, 36],
which are also called Gram determinants. These are expressions of the form

det(A) = det : •.. : (2.1)

14
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One way to write determinants is with the use of Levi-Civita tensors. Most of our
formulae will not be sensitive to the choice of metric and hence be also insensitive
to the exact definition of the Levi-Civita tensors. Whenever we use Levi-Civita
tensors they will be occurring in pairs and all indices will be contracted, either with
indices of other Levi-Civita tensors or with indices of four vectors. For a numerical
evaluation one may use the convention eom = — e0123 = + 1 (in Bjorken and
Drell metric)1. The determinant of the n x n matrix A can be written as

PlaiP2a3 • -pnan ea^"a- ***...„. fc*fc* • • • qj" (2-2)

The contraction of the Levi-Civita tensors to give n! terms with n vector products
(dotproducts) each and the substitution pi-qj = Aij gives then the more familiar
form of the determinant written out in terms of the components of A. The
above form of the determinant can be written more compactly using SchoonSchip
notation:

det(A) = e™>""»egigt...qo (2.3)

We have replaced indices that are contracted with the index of a vector by that
vector, thereby gaining much clarity in the notation. When such an index has been
contracted it does not matter anymore whether the vector is placed as an upper
index or as a lower index. This allows us to use an even more compact notation
with the use of generalised Kronecker deltas:

det(4) = «g:::£ (2.4)

When a generalised Kronecker delta has fewer momenta than the dimension of the
vector space in which the vectors are defined the corresponding Levi-Civita tensors
are saturated with indices that are common to the two Levi-Civita tensors. The
normalisation is always one:

In terms of dotproducts this gives the same result as when the extra indices are
ignored and the temporary assumption is made that the dimension of the vectors
is identical to the number of vectors:

-l) (2.6)

(2-7)

(2.8)

An example of such a kinematical determinant is the 2 x 2 determinant associated
with a three-point function: <$£j£i| = p\p\ — (PrP2)2- In a two body decay the

1The conventions here differ.

15
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center of mass momentum of the decay particles is given by p — y/-Sp\p\/M
(with M the mass of the decaying particle.)

With the use of the above conventions it is also possible to deal with indices in
n dimensions for a non-integer value of n. Let us assume that (i and v are indices
in n dimensions, then

The occurrence of a n should be seen as a formal notation. When this equation is
multiplied by grjj we obtain

T(n - m + 1)/T(n - m)= s^P sqt...qm

= (n-m)s^-^sqi...qm

= (n-m)«£:::f- (2.10)

We will need this property when dealing with the tensor integrals in chapter 3. An-
other way to derive the above identity is cleaner from the mathematical viewpoint,
but less general. We write in analogy to (2.6) £{£".'|™£ m terms of dotproducts
and vectors with the indices \i and v. There will be terms with g$ and when these
are contracted with g£ they give the dimension, which is n. When everything is
added we obtain the result of equation (2.10).

2.2.2 Internal vectors

In order to use the above determinants for the evaluation of scalar loop integrals
there should be vectors corresponding to the internal lines. There is of course a
large freedom choosing such vectors because there is a loop momentum present
that is integrated over, which we can shift. We like to have a set of vectors sf
that obey momentum conservation and a quasi on-shell condition:

rf = s!+1-s? (2.11)
s\ = m\ (2.12)

The pi are the external momentum vectors and the m< are the masses of the
internal lines, numbered such that pi and p^+i are connected by an internal line
with mass m, + 1 . We have used a notation in which the index i in p? and in
s? is taken modulo the number of external vectors. This means that for a four-
point function s$ = s^. Of course the internal vectors si are not really on-sheil,
but when taking into account that these lines can belong to real particles in the
corresponding radiative diagrams it should be clear that we are looking at an
'analytic continuation' of the domain of validity of the vectors in those diagrams.
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If one tries to solve for the components of the s, one will find that in general
some components will have complex values. (One can find a frame in which one
is purely imaginary and the others are real.) This turns out to be no problem at
all. Our formulae can always be written such that the Si occur only in four vector
products with each other and the p». All those products are real:

si+v*i = ** 1 + , f ~*? (2.13)

Si-Pi = ^~f-rt (2.14)

All other dotproducts can be reduced in a similar fashion to sums of real parameters
so the imaginary parts of these vectors never occur in a physical quantity. In fact,
we already have seen examples of these kinds of determinants: the 6, and Sttu

in equation (1.11) can be written as 6*t\',\ and 6't\\\*l\\ respectively (hence the
funny normalisation).

When we use these vectors they are not only useful in the determinants but
they also allow a much easier way to deal with the transformation from the integral
over momentum space to the integral over the Feynman parameters2 [5]:

dnQ

n-4 ;*I+-+**->SJ n

r * I dx\ • • • dajfc-i T(k — —)
/ 2

, . . . ,2 . 1 a "
fIV*l ~ **/ T • ' " T 35fc—l(*t—1 "~ 8k) ~T sk\ ~ *€ f

(2.15)

Note that the shift f = Qf + (sf - si)x! + h s j after the introduction of
the Feynman parameters brings the integration back to the real Minkowski space
Mn. So at the onset the vectors *,- give us a handy way to obtain the integrals in
the Feynman parameters. In the sequel we will encounter them frequently inside
kinematical determinants because although the st - Sk in the final integral can
be expressed in terms of the external momenta p, one single vector st cannot be
removed. Next we could write everything in terms of dotproducts and substitute
the expressions (2.11) and (2.12), but that would destroy the simplicity of our
formulae.

3The normalisations of the scalar n-point functions is not universal; the factor i*3 is sometimes
included.
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2.2.3 Evaluation
There are two advantages to using determinants. The first is the compact notation,
often allowing formulae that would be very lengthy in their expanded form to be
written on a few lines. The other advantage lies in their numerical properties.
When these determinants are written in terms of dotproducts they are notorious
for their ill numerical behaviour. On the other hand most of the determinants
that involve external particles can often only be known to good precision from
the kinematics of the problem (e.g. near thresholds). This does not hold for the
determinants that involve any of the internal vectors s{. in such a case we may
have to use the liberty inherent in a determinant to take any independent set
of vectors. For instance if p\ + p2 -f p3 = 0 we can write 6*\%\ =
^PIP\ = *PIPS = ""• ^ knowledge of all dotproducts (pi-pj, Pi-Sj and
is almost always sufficient to obtain an accurate value. We assume that the
dotproducts involving only physical momenta are known from the kinematics of
the problem. The dotproducts involving internal vectors can easily be calculated
from the masses, momenta squared and their differences. (These differences allow
us to evaluate for instance p2 + s\ — s\ accurately even if p2 <g s2 w sf).

2.2.4 Numerical instabilities

There are two basic ways in which a numerical calculation can give an inaccurate
answer. The first occurs when the final result depends vary strongly on the input
parameters (df/dx ^> f/x). An example is log(z) for x w 1. A very small change
in x will give a very large relative change in the result. This problem can be solved
by switching to more appropriate parameters in this region, for instance y = 1 - x.
It is therefore often necessary to use an overcomplete set of variables. In the case
of the scalar n-point functions it is necessary to include all differences of masses
and momenta squared as parameters. Near a threshold even more information may
be necessary.

The second possibility concerns a poor choice of the algorithm. A good example
is the evaluation of E — p for a 50 GeV electron. Each of the elements in the
formuh has a magnitude of (about) 50 GeV, but the result is very small. It is
therefore better to multiply the numerator and the denominator with E + p and
work out the numerator to obtain the (stable) formula m2/(E + p). Here there
are no more cancellations and we can see quickly that the answer is (roughly)
0.25 10~8 GeV which means that in the first formula we would have lost more
than 10 digits accuracy! The improvement of formulae by the above method is a
rather common procedure in relativistic kinematics. This is a special case of the
calculation of the roots of the quadratic equation ax2 — 2bx+c = 0. The standard
formula x± = (b db y/b2 — ac)/a gives one root stably, the other one follows from
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x+x = c/a. A final example is the following series of numerical substitutions

y = l - i
z = 1 - y

for x <C 1- One should evidently keep the value x = 1 — y apart to obtain
a reasonable answer, i.e. retain an overcomplete set of variables at intermediate
steps.

The above methods are used throughout the rest of the chapter. Specifically,
we use determinants and roots of quadratic equations to obtain an overcomplete
set of variables with which we can calculate the arguments to the dilogarithms.
The cancellations among the dilogarithms are handled by rewriting the equations
to a more suitable form, using many of the properties of the dilogarithm [37].

2.3 The three-point function

2.3.1 Introduction
The scalar three-point function is given by the scalar diagram

Pi / S2 X p 2

Its corresponding integral is given by

= fdxf"
Jo Jo + S3] — ie

with si — 83 = P3 and S2 - S3 = —p*. This integral can be solved in three steps
[25]. First we integrate over x using a special transformation. This gives us three
integrals of an identical type over y. Next each of these is reduced to two simpler
integrals over y and these are finally expressed in terms of dilogarithms (Spence
functions). The first two steps define the quantities necessary to calculate the
arguments of these dilogarithms, the last one is concerned with the problem of
adding these dilogarithms. Of course the numerical problems may cause us to use
a slightly different approach for the last two steps.
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2.3.2 The arguments of the dilogarithms

The first step is accomplished by the transformation y' = y + ax with a a solution
of T-r = 0, r = pz + ap%:

a = ^ \/-l°J

with

(The choice of cra — ± 1 is still free.) Note that the vertex must be part of a
physical diagram, so that a must be real. (Three spacelike momenta do not occur
in scattering and decay experiments, however, the case a complex does occur in
the three-point functions of transformed momenta which occur in the evaluation
of the four-point function. This case is discussed further in 2.3.5.) We change the
order of integration and integrate over x. This results in three integrals:

= - / •dy
Iog[(g3 - yp*)2 - ie]

2(S3-T - prry)

Jo - prry)

, i log[(«2 -Pi±E*) 2 - ie]
+ / dy—l—f r i- (2.20)

Ja * 2{srr - pi-ry)
To obtain a more symmetric form we make the transformation y —» ot(l - y) in
the second integral and y —> 1 - (1 - d)y in the third integral. This brings some
order in the arguments of the logarithms. The denominators are all of the form
a(y - yi) for i = 1,2,3. We can solve for the jr,- by substituting the r and a in
the denominators. These yi turn out to be the root of very compact quadratic
equations

Phi - 2yiPi-8i+1 + («U*+i)a/Aa = 0 (2.21)

with

Finally we add extra terms with y -* yi, which add up to zero, to cancel the
residue of the pole at yi [25]. The result is

Co =
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-\og[(si+1-yiPi)
2-ie]) (2.24)

We have to choose the labeling of the external momenta such tbatpj is nonzero
if we want to use the above formulae (2.18). But if one of the pj is zero it is smarter
to call this momentum p2 anyway and to not even bother about introducing a.
We can integrate directly over y in equation (2.17). This case is sufficiently simple
so that we will not consider it in this chapter.

From here on there are two ways to proceed, depending on how bad the numeri-
cal problems are. Proceeding normally one finds an expression with 12 dilogarithms.
There is however one source of instability which is a result of the addition of two
integrals to form the first integral in equation (2.20). If we do not combine those
integrals we will have four integrals which may show cancellations in pairs. This
happens for instance in the vertex correction to eey. The loop with two e's and a
Zo in it becomes problematic when p^ is small and spacelike. p 2 = —10~20 GeV2

gives a loss of 6 digits. This would be bearable if it were the only source of prob-
lems, which it is not of course. In th's case we have to keep all 16 dilogarithms.
The choice of the a becomes rather important here: if a < 0 or a > 1 the in-
tegration may give rise to unnecessarily large similar contributions with opposite
signs. All these numerical troubles will manifest themselves in the form of pairs
or quartets of dilogarithms the sum of which is much smaller than the individual
terms. This is discussed further in 2.3.3.

In the normal scheme the next step is to find the roots of the arguments of
the logarithms in equation (2.24). These roots, called zf, are defined by

p\z\ - 2si+vPiZ + s?+1 = 0 (2.25)

± \l-t
(2.26)

The special case p? = 0 is trivial, but should have been treated differently anyway
as mentioned before. For stability in later equations we also need expressions for
the overcomplete set 1 - yit 1 - zf, yi - zf, 2yi - z,~ - zf and JK - 2zf.
These follow naturally from the definitions, but have to be rewritten so that their
evaluation does not cause problems.

• 1-yi is the solution of rf(l-w)a+2(l-yi)p<-Si+ («£,*+») / A 2 = 0 with
the sign —aa. It is part of the argument of the dilogarithm (see equation
(2.28)) and can be much smaller than yi. For instance in the diagram ee-y
with two e's and a 7 with a small mass A for regularisation in the loop,
! ( i « l - (A/m e)2 .
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• 1- zf follows from p?(l - zf)2 + 2(1 - zf)pi-Si + s] = 0. This value is
needed when cancellations among the dilogarithms have to be circumvented.
It can be as small as } - y{.

• One of the $r,- - zf is stable, the other one can be obtained accurately with

i - *n=qszixvtf**) (2.27)
Note that the 3 x 3 determinant fifJJl+JJiJJ = 6%%% is unique. This
quantity, if not calculated this way, would have given problems in many
vertex corrections. In the same infra-red divergent diagram eej with the
two e's and a 7 in the loop, (yi — zf)/(yi + zf) is of order (A/m e ) 4 .

• The combinations 2y{ - zf - zr = 2<Ta8l^\/(p\^-A2) and yf - Izf =

~V% T 2y~6pi»i$i/Pi- These are needed in some rare cases.

It should be clear by now why we are using the generalised Kronecker deltas
and the vectors a*. All numerical problems can be concentrated in a very small
number of these determinants, which are functions of physical quantities, and the
formulae are very compact.

2.3.3 Cancellations among the dilogarithms
With the roots introduced in the previous section we can split up the logarithms
in equation (2.24). If we assign zf -* zf =f ie we do not cross any branch cuts.
This leads to the functions

R(yi, Zi, ±ie) = / (log(y - z% ± ie) - log(3/» - Zi ± ie))
Jo y — yi

= Li2(c1)-Li2(c2)-l-7?1log(c1)-772log(c2) (2.28)

with

ci = yi/{yi-Zi±ie) (2.29)

C2 = (yi - l)/(2/t - Zi ± ie) (2.30)
rn = v(-zi±ie,l/(yi-zi±ie)) (2.31)

j?2 = v(l-zi±ie,l/(yi-zi±ie)) (2.32)

The dilogarithm Li'2 is defined here3 by

'others sometimes define Sp{x) = J* log(«)/(l - t), which has the branch cut at real x < 0.
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(the last equality holds for \z\ < 1 only). The real and imaginary parts are shown
in figures 2.1 and 2.2. The function rj compensates for the cut in the Riemann
sheet of the logarithm:

log(a&) = log(a) + log(i) + 7,(a, b) (2.34)

If the parameters y,-, Zi are real the 77-terms vanish in equation (2.28).
The dilogarithms we obtain by the above methods all have the same overall

factor. The ways we obtain these dilogarithms make it possible that we add big
contributions to some integrals and subtract them from other integrals. These big
contributions will show up in the dilogarithms and the logarithms. It is therefore
quite normal that there will be dilogarithms of which the values are nearly equal but
the sign is opposite. This is the case when the arguments of those dilogarithms are
close to each other, which in turn often occurs when the overall factor 1/%/—&2
is large. In an s-channel reaction this is the case when there is not much phase
space for the reaction. In a t-channel reaction this is the case when the scattering
is in the forward region (which happens very frequently).

For such a pair of dilogarithms we can use some identities [37] that leave us
with a formula in which no individual term is much larger in size than the sum of
the terms.

Transform the arguments

The first step is to transform the arguments of the dilogarithms to a region near
zero. If |*|, |1 - -!| > 1 we use

Li2 ( i ) = -LiW - \ Iog2(-*) - y (2.35)

to map the arguments c,- to c\ = 1/c,' near 0. In case that Re(cc) > 1/2, |1 —x\ < 1
we use

•JT2

Li2(l - x) = -Li2(aj) - log(a!) log(l - *) + — (2.36)
D

to map to new arguments c ( = 1 - a, which can be calculated accurately if z and
1 - z are known. This transformation also circumvents many problems associated
with the singularity in the derivative of Li2(x) for x = 1. When evaluating nu-
merically one should keep the terms 7r2/6 = £(2) apart as they often cancel each
other. If there is anything left in the end it can be added to the rest. This avoids
spoiling the accuracy of the intermediate results.

An illustrating example is the scalar three-jpoint function occurring in the 1/1/7
vertex with two e's and a W in the loop and p^ small and spacelike. In this
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Figure 2.1: The real part of the dilogarithm.
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Figure 2.2: The imaginary part of the dilogarithm.
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case the value p* = -10"8GeV2 gives ^ « -m^/ ' (2m eyPp^) ss -6-1011,

Zi « me/J-p^ « 5. We see that the arguments of the dilogarithms ci and c2

in equation (2.28) are both very close to 1, however, cj = 1 - c\ and 4 = 1 - c2

are of order 10~1 2 , which is also the order of magnitude of all other dilogarithms.

Arguments close together

Next we notice that within this region there are cancellations if the transformed
arguments are close together, c\ « c'2. First we consider the dilogarithms, next
the logarithms resulting from the transformation or the i\ terms. Two cases have
to be distinguished:

1. If the (transformed) arguments are close together but not small we use the
Hill identity4 in the form:

-r,(l-b,l/(l-ab))\og(b)

with a = c[ and b = c'2lc\ fa 1. We then obtain

Li2(ci)-Li2(4) = Li2( l-ciM) + L

(2.37)

' Li2 - 4 )
(2.38)

Some of the arguments of these dilogarithms have a very simple form when
expressed in the original parameters y and z. These are shown for each of
the three possible transformations:

<

Ci

1/Ci
l-Ci

i - 4M
i/w

1/(1 -y)
l/z

c'Ai-cyc,)
i -4

1/(1 -z)

1/(1 - z)

l-c2 /ci
1 - 4

1/(1-*)
(2.39)

4the 77-terms arise from the possibility that a, b and ab are not on the same Riemann sheet.
They are often not mentioned in the mathematical literature.
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2. In case that c• < 1 the result is of order c\{l - t^/c'j), but the terms in
(2.38) are only of order (1 - c^/c^). However, a Taylor expansion is feasible
in this region:

f ^ ( ( ^ ) n ) (2.40)
n = l

with {1 - (c£M)"} = {1 - (4/cJ)-1} + (1 - CJcMcycW-1 easily
calculated.

The logarithms can be similarly rewritten. If there has been no transformation
:he expression

- m log(c2) = ?72 Iog(c2/ci) + {m - TJ2) \og{c\) (2.41)

s stable. In case we transformed c\ = \ja we use

- V2 log(c2) - - Iog2(-ci) + - Iog2(-c2)

+ log(-c2) - - logteM)) + (V2 - Vi) log(-ci)

(2.42)

The transformation and ̂ -terms for c(- = 1 - CJ become

Vi log(ci) - V2 Iog(c2) - log(ci) log(l - cx) - log(c2) log(l - c2)
= log(ci) (Iog(c2/ci) + Tj! - %) + (log(c2) + T}2) Iog(c2/ci) (2.43)

with cijc\ = 1 — 1/V In all cases it is assumed that the small logarithm \og(c'2/c[)
does not have an associated 77 term, this should be checked for.

The importance of the cancellations between the dilogarithms can be illustrated
in the same 1/1/7 diagram. If we give the neutrino a small but finite mass we have
y3 us z$ « — m ^ r / m j , 3/3 — z$ = —rriyy/Py- The original arguments ci,2 are thus
very large (about p^/ml), but very nearly equal: the sum of these dilogarithms is
proportional to mlme/mly, which of course tends to zero as mv —» 0.

Special cases

Finally there are a few special cases, mainly for use in transformed four-point
functions. (As will be explained in the next section, we evaluate the scalar four-
point function by applying a projective transformation which gives rise to two
three-point functions. In general the numerical problems in these are far worse
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than in the physical three-point functions). In case an argument c< is close to
—1 (but not close to the other argument) we use the Hill identity with z = c,-,
y = —c^1 to obtain

u,w - u,(-,)+u

- Li2(2y - z) + log ( - 7 ^ ) M l ~2y+z) (2.44)

In this equation LI2(—1) = -ir2/l2 = - C ( 2 ) / 2 , two of these may cancel a
w2/6 = C(2) from the transformations. The argument 2y — z is obtained from the
combination 2y — z+ — z~, which is known.

Another problem may occur if the roots zf are complex. As they are each
others complex conjugate and all functions are analytic we only need the real part
of the dilogarithms, which may be much smaller than the absolute value. In this
case the evaluation of the complex dilogarithm should be done with great care.
There is a region in the unit circle where this is not easily done, near the zero of
the real part on the unit circle z = — e * " ^ 1 " 1 / ^ ) (this is the plane z = 0 in figure
2.1).

A similar condition comes up if both roots are (almost) equal and the arguments
of the dilogarithms close to 2. In this case we also do not use the imaginary part.
The real part is given by

Li2 (2 - x) = IT2/4 - x2/4 - x3/6 - 5a!4/48 ~xs/15~... (2.45)

with 2 - cj = (y - 2z)/{y - z), 2 - c2 = ((1 - y) - 2(1 - z))/(y - z) known
accurately.

Finally, there is one region in which there are cancellations between two R
functions. This occurs if | ^ | > |^| , for instance in the vertex correction to
7*7*X, X light, with three W's in the loop. Then

( ^ ( ) (2.46)

\yi-zi J \yi-*i )
is almost of the type

Li2(x) + Li2(-x) = \l\2{x
2) \x\ < 1 (2.47)

We thus transform the second dilogarithm with this identity and treat the resulting
cancellation with the Hill identity to obtain

R(y,z+) + R(y,Z~) = R (V, ̂ r ) - R (Y, ̂ ^
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with Y = (y - z~)/{2y - z+- z~).

16 dilogarithms

As discussed previously there are cases in which it is unwise to combine the two
parts of the first integral in equation (2.20) (0 —• a and a —> 1) as the first part
almost cancels the second integral and the second part the third one. In this case
we end up with 8 R functions which are pairwise almost the same but opposite.
Exactly the same methods can be used to circumvent the cancellations between
those as between single dilogarithms.

(2.49)

with wf = (1 - z*)/(l — a), wf = zf/a. The differences (wf — zf) can be
calculated accurately for special cases. The dilogarithms cancel in groups of four.
They can be combined differently if there are only pairwise cancellations, otherwise
the Hill identity or a Taylor expansion are used:

R(y,z)-R(y,w)

^ } ) (2.51)

2.3.4 Conclusion
The possible cancellations between the dilogarithms have been circumvented up
to the level of four conspiring terms which give a much smaller sum. This is
done by using some (in fact, almost all) algebraic properties of the dilogarithm.
The arguments of these (transformed) dilogarithms and logarithms can all be stably
evaluated if one has values for the overcomplete set of combinations jft, zf, 1—yt,
1 - zf, yi - zf, 2y, — zf — z,~ and JK - 2zf. These in turn can all be found
as roots of quadratic equations with kinematical determinants as coefficients. In
the rare case that four dilogs conspire we also need some other roots w± and
combinations with these, only special formulae have been found here.
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The numerical problems have thus almost all been reduced to the physical
problem of finding these determinants and the easy problems of finding the roots
of quadratic equations and choosing the appropriate set of variables out of the
overcomplete set available.

2.3.5 Complex arguments

The .arguments of the three-point function may be complex. This may occur
when the finite width of an internal particle is taken into account or when a is
complex due to an unusual kinematical configuration. (This last configuration
may occur when calculating three-point functions with transformed momenta for
the four-point function, see section 2.4). In case of complex parameters some
complications may arise. These stem from the careful bookkeeping we have to
perform to keep track of the current Riemann sheet.

The main problems occur when splitting up

log[(si+1 - ypif - ie] = log(p2) + \og(y - z? - ie) + )og{y - zt~ + ie)

+ V{(y - zf - ie), (y - zT + ie)) (2.53)

This last term gives rise to additions 2-7rnlog(l - 1/yi) to the sum of dilogarithms.
The treatment of the dilogarithms is analogous to the discussion in section

2.3.3, except that now the rj terms cannot be ignored. The cancellation between
the imaginary parts of many terms is no longer exact and has to be calculated
numerically. Numerically, great care has to be taken to distinguish when the
complex part of the argument is really zero, so that the ie prescription has to be
followed, and when it is just very small.

2.4 The four-point function
The scalar four-point function is represented by the diagram
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in which we have introduced the vectors #t- again. The corresponding integral is

d*Q

VK J i- 3

— X\ — xz — X3 — ) { ) {

Sj + X2S2 + x3s3 + X484]2 - ie\ (2-54)

/•I l-l-Xl ,1-Zi-Xi

= / dxi / dxz / (fes
v/o Jo Jo

x |[xi(*i - sA) + x2(s2 - s4) + x3(s3 - s4) + s4]2 - iej (2.55)

In the above formula st - s^ = p4, s2 - s4 = -p2 - p3 and s3 - s4 = - p 3 .
If we were to use a transformation of the type that introduced a for the

three-point function things would become rather complicated. We would still have
two integration parameters left and we would have to use the same trick once
more on each of the terms in these integrals. Luckily there exists a more elegant
transformation that can be used in nearly all cases [25]. After this transformation
has been applied one integration becomes trivial. Once that integration has been
done we are left with the equivalent of two three-point functions.

2.4.1 The transformation
We use the transformation

{2S6)

with x'4 = 1 - x'j - x'2 - x'3, no summation over i implied. The Jacobian of this
transformation is

J = \AiA2AzA4N-*\ (2.57)

This transformation keeps the boundaries fixed, although the integration region
changes from inside B(xi)6{x2)9{x3)8{x4) to some region outside if one or more
of the Ai is negative. For the moment we only consider the case Aj > 0. In
anticipation of the full result we drop the absolute value signs.

Applying this transformation (2.56) to (2.54) we see that, apart from an overall
factor A1A2A3A4 it is equivalent to the substitution «• = AiSi. We like to choose
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the Ai such that

( s 3 - 5 4 ) 2 = 0 (2.58)

( 4 - 4 ) ( 4 - 4 ) = 0 (2.59)
( 4 - 4 ) - ( 4 - 4 ) = o (2.60)

This makes the integral over x'3 trivial. There is however one condition. The
transformation can only give rise to physical vectors if all Ai are real. So let us have
a look at the conditions that the Ai have to fulfill. We will express everything in
terms of AA, which is only a scale factor. In that case the equation for A3 is a plain
quadratic equation and the other equations give a linear expression that expresses
the other Ai in terms of A3 and A4 . Thus the solution is real if 6\\ J* < 0. This
implies that the vertex (s3,«4,p3) corresponds to a physical process. We could
have used any permutation of the vectors s,- when choosing which one is S3 and
which one is s4. Four permutations correspond to a choice of one of the four
vertices, the other two correspond to the s and the t channel. It is possible to
find diagrams for which all six <5's are positive, but t < 0 or s > (mi + ra3)

2

are already sufficient to obtain a real solution. In case no vertex is physical the
projective transformation cannot be used in its current form. We will not consider
that case here and from now on we assume that the Si have been permuted in
such a way that all Ai are real.

If 6'm = 0 there are some problems in the common case that sf = s| , -p\ — J,
as then A\ = A2 = 0. By regularising m 4 = m 3 ( l + 6) this limit can be taken.
This special case is not discussed further here, it is implemented in the numerical
program.

The equations for the Ai in the form (2.58)-(2.60) are not suited for numerical
evaluation. Instead we use

Ar2s\ - 2A,rM4-V*4 + A4~
2 (*;&)* /6?£ = 0 (2.61)

AT' = "•><+<**:%/V^W^ (2.62)

The variable 0-3 takes the values ± 1 .
The new vectors sj define new vectors p'^ = s'{ - sj . The transformed dot-

products (s'i-s'j, p'ij-s'k and p{,-p'w) can all be expressed as solutions of quadratic
equations having determinants as coefficients, with the exception of some of the

s'i-s'j = AiAjSi-Sj (2.63)

*i -P'jk = s'i • (sj - s'k) = AiAjAkBijk (2.64)
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The four-point function

with Bijk a solution of a quadratic equation

s\Bijk
2 - 2S^Bijk + {6'.%6^ti)

2 /SZH = 0 (2.65)

Bijk = ' " * g * W W V *'»* (2.66)

There are of course only six non-trivial dotproducts ^ij'V'ik- They are given by

p\i • Pkt = (*i - 4 ) • ( 4 " s'i) = A<AiMAtCuu (2.67)

j
The equations for p'1A

2 and p ' 2 i
2 simplify to the form

This formula is also correct for p'u-p^- The choice of the root for A3 is important
to keep the expressions for the general case in a stable form.

Reduction to three-point functions

In case all Ai > 0 we integrate over x'3. This gives two terms each of which has
the form of a three-point function integral.

i,4)-cro(4.4»4)> (2-70)
— sA

As we know all transformed dotproducts we can evaluate these three-point func-
tions with the methods described in section 2.3. The numerical problems are in
general a lot worse than in the case of three-point functions with physical param-
eters, but mostly manageable in our algorithms. Also there is no guarantee that
the transformed vectors form a physical configuration, thus the shift parameter a
in equation (2.18) can now be imaginary.

Cancellations between the three-point functions occur when \s'3
2 — s'^\ <

s'3
2, s't

2. Because
4 2 2 ^ (2.71)
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How to evaluate scalar one-loop integrals

this happens when the {s3,S4,p3) vertex is near a (pseudo) threshold, |£
S3«|. Common situations are s « (m-i + rn.3)2 or t ~ (7712 — WI4)2. To accurately
calculate the difference of these three-point functions we transform again as in
section 2.3.3. The small parameters now are

l - c ^ M 3 ) oc ,j'M«> - ,{«Ma> (2-72)
1-44V43) - ( l - ^ 3 ) ) ( l - * i 4 ) ) - ( l - l f J 4 ) ) ( l - 4 3 ) ) (2-73)

The superscript refers to the s, that is included in the three-point function. These
small parameters can be calculated in a straightforward manner from the definitions
(2.22) and (2.26):

(2.74)

(3) ±(4) _ (4) ±(3)
2/3 23 2/3 Z3

The dilogarithms are rewritten as in section 2.3.3:

Tt(v z^3 ) — R(ii z\W — H (Aii Az\ —

with

A = y(4)-z(4)

B =

- z))

- Jf(*))(l -

(2.78)

(2.79)
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The overall factor

The A'2, which is the same for both three-point functions, can be reduced to the
4 x 4 determinant of the untransformed parameters

= A2A2 (6*lSs**6'*3l>"* — (S'1'3'*)2) /($

= A2A2^'''»'*//i">'*

The complete overall factor of the dilogarithms is thus

A-LAIAZAJ ca _ cracr3e(Ai)t{A2) , ,
a'2 a'2 9 / A ' ~~ A /e»l«a*s«« * ' '

(e ( i ) = ± 1 depending on the sign of x) .
We can see that if at least one of the six three-point vertices is unphysical

(which will most often be the case) the st have an imaginary component, thus
s'lUUtl ~ - (e'1""3'*)2 > 0. In that case A 2 < 0 and the transformed three-
point functions are physical. However, there are diagrams in which the Si are real
so that we have to calculate three-point functions with a complex a.

In general, cancellations among the dilogarithms will occur when the overall
factor is large, i.e. eSl83*3S* is small. Contrary to the overall factor of the three-
point function, this overall factor does not have a simple kinematical interpretation,
although it is of course also zero when three pi are linearly dependent, for instance
when scattering in the forward region.

Extra terms

If one or more of the Ai are negative the integration region of the corresponding
Xi changes from 0 < Xi < 1 to (xt < 0) U («,- > 1). Adding and subtracting the
integral from - c o to +oo one regains the original integral without the absolute
value on the Jacobian (2.70) plus some extra terms, which arise from this (simpler)
integral. They are given (up to the overall factor) by

Rii = ±9(-AiAj)i* log ( -4—%) (2.82)
V V ~ z /~ zk

with k the integral in which both s\ and s'j appear and the minus sign is taken
when this integral is part of CQ(S[,S'2,S'4).

There is one extra term which appears when ^3/14 < 0 because of the interplay
between the pole in x'3 at infinity after the projective transformation and the
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How to evaluate scalar one-loop integrals

integration region which reaches out to there.

5 = 9{-A3A*) {e{A1A2){S12 + 514) - 20{-A1A2)S24} (2.83)

with

A derivation is given in [25].

2.4.2 Concluding remarks
By reexpressing the well-known general solution of the four-point integral in terms
of kinematical determinants we have made the projective transformation suitable
for use in actual calculations. The transformed dot products can almost all be
expressed as roots of quadratic equations with somewhat more complicated de-
terminants as coefficients. Almost all the cancellations among the dilogarithms
are-efcvered by the three-point function. The remaining possibility of cancellations
between the two three-point functions is also treated with the same methods.

However, the results are not so good as those of the three-point function. First
of all there exist cases for which the projective transformation cannot be applied.
Also one cannot handle the cases in which more than one internal propagators
have zero mass — however, these are often easily reduced by hand. Also there are
known cases for which there still are numerical problems left. These are however
very simple integrals with high symmetries, which are easily done by hand. An
example is the Do in photon-photon scattering for t < m 2 that is given in (1-11).

More importantly, the algorithms given here are not suited for complex masses.
After the transformation one obtains three-point functions with complex p\ that
cause nightmares of branch-cut crossings. In principle it should be possible to
make an analytical extension of our formulae into the domain m-*m- iT, but
we have not done this yet.

2.5 The five-point function
The scalar five-point function is given by

*?»P?»(Pi +Pi+i)2,i = 1 , . . . , 5 )

= / d4Q (2.85)
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It has long been known that the scalar five-point function can be expressed as a
linear combination of lower point functions [25]. A fairly convenient expression was
given in [38]. The methods developed in this thesis do give however the shortest
possible answer.

All methods start of with the Schouten identity in 4 dimensions, the identity
which expresses the fact that five vectors must be dependent in a four-dimensional
space:

QP£PiPtP»P4 _

£ > < ? (2-86)

In this last equation we have introduced the axial vectors v!£ = etipaPtP*)v^ =
£PI»P*P» etc. Multiplying with Q^ and using Q2 = Ni + m j and 2Qpi = Ni+1 -
Ni + 2aypi we obtain

4

(2.87)

We have again introduced the unphysical internal vectors S{. However, these
do not exist in the four-dimensional space. One can envisage these vectors to be
in a five-dimensional continuation of physical space, which is the point of view we
will take for the rest of the section.

We next integrate this over d*Q with the denominator NiN2N3NiNs, this
integral wiSI be denoted by an underline. The following relationships hold because
of the Lorentz structure:

NA{v3-Q-Vi-Q) = 0
N3{v2-Q - vz-Q) = 0 (2.88)
N2{vvQ-vvQ) = 0

The last term remains because one first has to shift over pi to bring the integral
to standard form. We thus obtain

4

(2.89)

Use the Schouten identity again on the right-hand side to obtain
4

= 2 £ Q2lvJ'viPi's^ (2.90)
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Now the Q can be elimanated and after some rewriting we finally have

(2.91)

The numbers behind the four-point function denote which si are included. The
determinant multiplying them is can be rewritten to determinants of the four and
five-point function, for instance

(2.92)

with A 4 = tplplpl t h e kinematical determinant of the £ 0 (1234) and A 5 =
^PIPJP3P4 t '1 e o v e r a " kinematical determinant. This means that the dilogs com-
prising the sum do not have the same overall factor. They can be similar if the
first term is much smaller than the second one, which on its own would cancel the
overall factor of the four-point function. This occurs when the momenta defining
the four-point function are almost dependent, for instance near a threshold, so that
A 4 is small. In this case one expects cancellations among the four-point functions.
These have not yet been addressed.

2.6 Conclusion
The use of the unphysical on-shell vectors s< in combination with the use of kine-
matical determinants offers a very compact notation and a good starting point for
the evaluation of the scalar one-loop integrals. It turns out that the arguments of
the dilogarithms can be expressed directly in a small number of these determinants
or as solutions of quadratic equations with determinants as coefficients. Special
simple cases can easily be derived from our general formulae by just working out
the determinants analytically. Cancellations among the dilogarithms have almost
all been circumvented using its algebraic properties. The resulting algorithms have
been implemented in a Fortran program. Detail of the implementation and a user's
guide can be found in appendices A and B.
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The reduction of tensor
integrals

3.1 Introduction
In actual calculations one will encounter usually also integrals which have powers
of the loop momentum (the momentum that is integrated over) in the numerator.
Such integrals are called tensor integrals. It has been shown that such integrals
can be reduced to a linear combination of scalar loop integrals [20]. In [8] an
explicit reduction scheme for general masses is given, this has been programmed by
M. Veltman into the program FormF. An algebraic version of this reduction scheme
has been implemented in Reduce by R. Stuart [39]. This method of reduction
suffers from some shortcomings though. First of all it is best suited for numerical
implementation. This means that the numerical value of the scalar loop integrals is
to be used to derive numerical values for the tensor integrals. These are expressed
as tensors with numerical coefficients. In addition the results are not very accurate
if the evaluation of kinematical determinants suffers from numerical instabilities
when expanded in terms of dotproducts. In case there are many different mass
scales in a problem the expansion of the kinematical determinants which naturally
occur in the reduction scheme leads to big and often inaccurate expressions.

Here we present an algorithm that is better suited for an analytic reduction of
formulae in terms of scalar loop integrals, (n addition the instabilities have been
concentrated in a number of determinants so that the formulae ars numerically
stable, as long as there are no cancellations among the scalar loop integrals. We
will start with the four-point function tensor integrals in four dimensions as —
amazingly enough — they are easiest. Next we discuss the extensions necessary
to cover n dimensions and the three- and two-point integrals.

3.2 Four-point functions

3.2.1 Four dimensions

Before starting the real work we introduce some new notations:
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The reduction of tensor integrals

with

ft = Q2-m\

(3.2)

Similarly we have

Ji (3-3)
and the integrals with higher powers of Q are written analogously. In addition we
use some of the quantities of the previous chapter and

*3 = # J K (3.4)

We may also be rather sloppy with the uncontracted upper and lower indices as
eventually all indices are properly contracted so their nature as upper or lower
indices is unimportant. Thejinal result will be identical for Pauli metric and for
Bjorken and Drell metric.

We start with the expansion of the determinant

which gives the following decomposition for Q'1

Q» = Wl + v'ivaQ«/A3 (3.6)

with

a fi 6Q a

(3.7)

From the last definition it follows that

v^vp = A3 (3.8)

The first integral becomes

Q» = V" + v'
1vaQ

a/A3 (3.9)

From the definition of v it is rather easy to see that the integral vaQ
a is zero [38].

The integral Q^_ is after all a linear combination of the pf. For two powers of Q
we obtain

(3.10)
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Four-point functions

Again a study of the possible tensor structure reveals that the terms linear in v-Q
be zero. The use of v^v" is a deviation from [8] that pays back handsomely (this
reference uses g*" to define their structure functions). We contract the indices p
and v to fix the (v-Q)2 integral:

Q2 = y2+vavpQaQP/A3 ( 3 H )

It is easy to express Q2 in terms of denominators (Q2 = Ni + m\) but we will
present some more useful relations shortly. The final expression for the two powers
of Q is therefore

+ v»vv(Q
2-'P2)/A3 (3.12)

The cubic and quartic expressions are derived analogously and yield the equations:

Q^QP = yyy + (v^y + v^y + vvvpy
i)(Q2 - 7>2)/A3

(3.13)

(again the odd powers of v-Q give zero trivially).

(3.H)

To obtain the integrals with v-Q one has to consider also the integrals with Q2Q't

and Q2QttQ" respectively without expanding the Q2. These are compared to
the cubic and quartic expressions with one contraction. The last term in the
quartic expressions is found after contracting fi with v and p with er. This gives

Q) ( Q y l
In principle all terms in the right hand sides of the above rewrites of the tensor

integrals can be expanded easily in terms of whole denominators, so we obtain
either scalar four-point integrals or tensor integrals with fewer denominators. In
practice this can be done in several ways of which we show one. Here we worry
only about 7"1, the treatment of the (Q2 - P1) terms is done in section 3.5. We
rewrite:

l ^ (3.15)

Now we replace Q-pi by |iV,-+i - %Ni + si-jn to obtain:

(3.16)
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The reduction of tensor integrals

The evaluation of V2 could also be done with the use of the above equation, but
it is better to consider Q2 - V2 as a single object.

3.2.2 n dimensions
The reduction of the four-point function tensors integrals usually gives no problems
in the limit that the dimension of space time is taken to 4. The only exception is
formed by the integral with four powers of the momenta in the numerator. This
integral has a divergent part, so we have to keep track of its n dependence. In
that case we have to readjust equation (3.6). It is no longer possible to use the
vector v so we have to write

^ / A S (3.17)

with

One may note that w£/A3 is a projection operator into the space perpendicular
top i , p2 andp3 . """"

We consider the n-dimensional equation for Q^Q" first. Although this is
usually not necessary it illustrates the differences with the 4-dimensional case.
The analogon of the last term in equation (3.12) is

This can only be proportional to w"". The coefficient can again be found by
contracting with g^. (Another way of looking on this is to remember that QaQp

can also be expressed in terms proportional to pfp? and g**3. Only this last term
can lead to a result that is not zero when contracted with w).

Next the contraction w£ gives the value n — 3. Thus the equations (3.12)
and (3.13) can be modified by replacing each pair v*vv not contracted with Q
by wlip/(n — 3). In the only interesting case (3.14) we have to make one slight
modification to the last term to obtain

- V2)/{{n - 3)A3)

- V2)2/((n - 8)(n -
(3.20)
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3.3 Three- and two-point functions
Now we are ready to attack the three-point functions. These are conceptually
identical to four-point functions in n dimensions. Specifically, the decomposition
of the perpendicular term must be done in terms of a tensor like w%. We will write
this tensor here as a generalised Kronecker delta and keep the notation with the
w reserved for the tensor belonging to the four-point function. We now have

(3.21)

(3-22>

This leads to the following forms for the integrals (in this section Q^_ refers to the
three-point integral Jd4Q Q*/fN1N2N3)

Q^_ = V^_ (3.23)

(3-24)

This last term is proportional to 5£j£j£ The coefficient follows again from the
contraction of fi and v.

Q"Q" = VV + ffigg(qa - ?2)/((rc - 2)A2) (3.25)

(3.26)

The reduction of the V to N{ and constants is analogous to the case of the
four-point function and gives

MS (3-27)
The two-point function can be treated the same way:

Q" = V + 6%/p2 (3.28)

V = p^p-Q/p2 (3.29)

so that (now the underline denotes the integration JdnQ/NiN2)

Q^ = V^ (3.30)

QVQ" = VV + (Q2 - V2)6%/((n - l)p2) (3.31)

and

?V* = p»s.p - |(JVi - iV2K (3.32)
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Of course this does not make sense when p2 = 0. In that case we express the tensor
integrals in a sum of all possible tensor structures with undetermined coefficients:

f(0, •?,*!) = P'Bir (3.33)
&4 (3.34)

These are solved for by contracting these equations with pM and g^. As many
equations now vanish it is necessary to consider contractions of up to B£vp to
obtain the coefficients of B%v. We obtain (see also [39])

o[O,slts2) = -5—-5 (3.35)
* ~ 8

2 s\ + 8 \ n
+

The final special case concerns not only/)2 = 0 but in addition we take m\ = m*.
In this case we have to study tensors with four powers of Q in the numerator before
we have the equations that fix the form factors in the tensors with two powers in
the numerator. The result is:

^ (3-38)

(3.39)

^ ) J B O ( O ) S ) S ) ( 3 4 0 )

We have expressed these equations in terms of the s? rather than the masses to
minimise the dependence of these equations on the choice of the metric.

Note that the expressions given for the tensor two-point functions given here
are often not suited for numerical evaluation. A complete treatment of forms that
are can be found in [8].
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3.4 Five and higher point functions
Five and higher point tensor integrals are easier than the previous cases [38]. As
they will usually occur in such a tensor combination that they are finite one may
use 4-dimensional methods. It :o easiest to just use the Schouten identity

(3.41)
with Pi,P2,P3,P* any independent set of momenta. This means that

Q" = V (3.42)

without extra terms. The higher order tensor integrals are thus only products of
this V. However, one can not define internal vectors s,- for five- and higher point
functions. The dotproducts s,-p3- can still be seen as a short-hand notation for a
combination of masses and physical dotproducts (alternatively, for the five-point
function the s, can be seen to exist in a five-dimensional vector space with only the
projection on the physical foijjjdimensional Minkowski space having significance).
We thus proceed as usual to ootain **

V = (srpi£>tp3P3p* - svp2e
tipiP3P* + SV

- svpis'tp*p*Pa) /ePlPaPsP*

— -(Nie'ipiP3P* — N2^Vx+v^P3p* •+ Nae'ipi^P2+P3^p*
Z

(3.43)

3.5 An economical reduction scheme
If the equations for the reduction of tensor integrals are used as they are given
in the previous sections they may lead to an explosive increase of the size of the
expressions when the higher powers of Q are involved. It is therefore better to
study the equations carefully. We here give a reduction algorithm which limits the
number of terms as far as possible.

Given a tensor n-point function the following recipe is followed:

1. Replace the vectors QbyV using equations (3.9)-(3.14) and their analogons
for the 3- and 2-point functions.

2. Collect the terms with (Q2 - V2) in the numerator.

3. Use equation (3.16), (3.27) or (3.32) to expand the V as far as needed.
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4. Replace the remaining "P by Q.

One is then left with (n-l)-point tensor integrals, scalar n-point integrals and
integrals with only powers of (Q2 - V2) in the numerator, and the whole scheme
can be repeated for the (n-l)-points tensor integrals. We will now elaborate on
the different steps.

3.5.1 The terms with Q2 - V2

After the substitution of Q by V with equations (3.9)-(3.14) for the four-point
functions, (3.23)-(3.26) for the three-point functions and (3.30)-(3.31) for the
two-point functions we are left with terms proportional to (Q2 — V2) and to V.
The reduction of the first kind of terms is discussed here, the last kind terms is
handled in section 3.5.2.

The first problem we encounter is that the vectors V are different for the
different n-point functions. However, we note that in all equations the combination
Q2 — V2 is proportional to WQ, with w defined in equation (3.18) for the four-point
function. We show this here for the three-point function:

(3-44)

In general one can find the relevant rewrite in terms of WQ by contracting the
left hand side of the tensor equations with w^ (and twice with a w for the four
powers of Q) and noticing that w^Vu is zero in all equations.

The scheme that we like to apply now is to replace all occurrences of Q2 - V2

by WQ. These factors don't need any modification when we go from higher point
functions to lower point functions, whereas the vector V is meant for a particular
integral only.

After all substitutions have been applied these integrals can be written back in
terms of Q2 - V2, with the V defined for that particular integral. The reduction
of those integrals is given below:

fdnJd
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/

(3.47)

and

~ JdQ

( )a%a«? ) (n -
2(n - 2)A3N2N3NA 2{n - 2)A3N1N3N4

(n - 3)g2gff.(Q2 - P2) (n - Z)6'p\%ps(Q
2 -

2(n - 2)A3N1N2Ni 2(n - 2)A3iVlJN2A
r3

(3.48)

In this last equation each V is already the proper T^Mlie integral in which it
occurs. This means that one can use (3.46) directly for substitution in (3.48).

The derivation of these last four equations is done by substituting one power
of V after which some study of the terms with the Ni reveals that they are all
zero when integrated over with the exception of one (it has to be shifted over px).
Then the substitution of the second power of V and a minor amount of rewriting
gives the above equations.

3.5.2 The terms with V

The terms with (Q2 — V2) having been reduced to scalar integrals we now turn
our attention to the other terms with powers of V.

In order to minimise the number of terms we reduce the tensor n-point integrals
to tensor (n-l)-point integrals only and avoid lower point functions. This means
that we first replace exactly one power of V1* using one of the equations (3.16),
(3.27) or (3.32). Next the terms in which there only remain (n-1) denominators Ni
left are left alone, whereas we keep substituting one power at a time in those terms
that didn't obtain powers of the denominators to alter the type of the integral.
Next we write the V that are left back to Q via the defining equation of V (the
equation that decomposed Q). The reason of this manoeuvre is that we like to
avoid terms of the type N?. When the integrals have been written back in terms
of Q and V2 - Q2 we can continue with a similar procedure at a lower level.
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This reduction at the lower level gives one minor complication. If Ni was
removed when going from a n-point tensor integral to a (n-l)-point tensor integral
we have to shit: Q before we can apply the equations in the text, as these equations
can only be used if one of the denominators is of the form (Q2 - m2).

The reduction of the two-point functions is analogous with the extra complica-
tion thatpi-pi could be zero and in addition the masses of the particles in the loop
could be identical. The relevant formulae were shown in the text. The one-point
functions are very simple.

3.5.3 Results

This reduction scheme has been implemented in the symbolic manipulation lan-
guage Form. An example of the procedures is shown in appendix C. With these
it has been proven possible to do a complete reduction of the four-point function
QtiQvQpQ<T with all parameters unequal to terms containing only scalar integrals.

After the reduction there will be many terms involving a determinant like w
or 6. It is usually best to evaluate such terms numerically, rather than to rewrite
them in terms of dotproducts. The first reason is one of practicality: when they
a r e eypanded^the number of terms may be multiplied by a big factor. The second
reason is one of accuracy: these terms are usually in their stable form when written*
in terms of the uncontracted Levi-Civita tensors. One needs then oniy a one time
investment of obtaining the accurate numbers.

When a particularly simple reaction is studied it could be beneficial to first
use the above reduction scheme and then contract the Levi-Civita tensors anyway,
because the contractions may become very simple. A good example of such a re-
action is again photon-photon scattering. This reaction has only three parameters
and for instance the term <$£p{p2j£ can be reduced to three terms rather than the
regular 386 terms of the most general case in which there are 10 parameters. Note
also that already we needed the square root of this object in equation (2.81) for
the evaluation of the scalar four-point function.

3.6 Conclusion

The tensor integrals can also be reduced to relatively compact expressions using
the determinant notation and the internal vectors Sj. These expressions do not
have any numerical problems within the kinematical determinants as these are left
explicit. The only source of numerical instabilities which is left in practice is the
possibility that in principle different C0's and D0's tend to the same limit near the
edge of phase space. These cancellations can be addressed by explicitly rewriting
the C0's and Do's to take these problems into account. However, in this region
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different approaches are feasible, such as a Taylor expansion from the edge, where
many of the quadratic equations collapse to linear ones. At the edge the algorithms
given here fail completely, as we have assumed that A n ^ 0 everywhere except in
the case of the two-point function1.

The algorithms here for the general case have been implemented in the symbolic
manipulation language Form. A full description and an example of one of the
routines is given in appendix C. They have already shown their value in many
calculations.

'These problems have been addressed in [39]
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A mass regularisation scheme
for QCD

4.1 Introduction

In the QCD-improved parton model the proton is considered to consist of gluons
and quarks [40]. These interact non-perturbatively to form a bound state. How-
ever, in a deeply inelastic reaction they are taken to be free and incoherent: only
one of these participates in the interaction on the perturbative QCD-level (later
on the other quarks and gluons do indeed join in the hadronisation process). The
struck quark or gluon is described as a free particle carrying a momentum fraction
z of the proton in a frame in which the mass of all particles can be neglected.
The differential cross-section of for instance the process lepton plus proton goes
to lepton and garbage, IP —> I'X, is then given by

t1

da{lP->l'X)= ]T / dzfa{z,Q2)da(la^l'X) (4.1)
partons ̂ °

a

with fa{z,Q2) the parton distribution function. Q2 denotes the 'scale' at which
the proton is probed; this is a well-defined quantity for simple processes like deep
inelastic scattering, but not so well-defined for other reactions. (Fortunately the
distribution functions do not depend strongly on it). These distribution functions
are well-known for the valence quarks, reasonably measured for the sea quarks and
very uncertain for the gluons [41, 42]. They describe the bound-state behaviour
of the proton and are considered an experimentally determined parameter from
the standpoint of perturbative QCD. Non-perturbative methods should be able to
compute these functions from first principles.

When doing one-loop calculations in perturbative QCD one is faced with a
number of divergences, many stemming from the zero or negligible masses of
many of the particles in the theory. These divergences have to be regularised and
subtracted in some orderly manner to obtain the finite physical answer. They fail
in three categories:

• Ultra-violet divergences occur within the virtual graphs when the free mo-
mentum in a loop goes to infinity.

• Infra-red divergences cancel between the virtual and bremsstrahlung graphs,
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in the latter they are in the region in phase space where the momentum of
a radiated gluon or quark (if taken massless) tends to zero.

• Collinear divergences (also called mass singularities) occur when two massless
momenta become parallel. Final state collinear divergences are harmless;
the experimental inability to distinguish the particles when they are close
together implies that we have to integrate over this region, in which case
they disappear [22, 43]. The initial state collinear divergences have to be
absorbed into a renormalisation of the distribution functions of the incoming
particle. They reflect the arbitrariness of the cut between 'hard' and 'soft'
processes.

Originally the infrared and collinear divergences were regulated with a small gluon
mass A (for some schemes see [44, 45]), in analogy with QED. This however,
breaks gauge invariance (the gauge group is non-Abelian) and was abandoned in
favour of dimensional regularisation, which was already used for the ultraviolet
divergences. One takes the integrals in a dimension n = 4 + e in which they are
finite; the divergences show up as poles — 2/e.

Following van Neerven and Vermaseren [15] our calculations have been done
again with a small gluon and light quark mass. This scheme was chosen because
of the computational advantages. We take the limit m, A -* 0 numerically in
order to avoid all analytical integrations. This approach has been made feasible
by the huge calculating power available to the physicist now, compared with just
a few years ago. Using the algorithms of the previous chapter virtual graphs with
small masses are hardly more complicated than massless ones, especially if there
are other massive particles (W, Zo, heavy quarks) involved. The integration of
the radiative graphs can also easily be done numerically using adaptive integration
routines and mappings. The method can be seen to work in the calculations shown
further in this chapter and in chapter 5.

This mass regularisation approach also allows for the inclusion of experimental
cuts on the extra gluon or quark, which are very hard to implement if the integration
over this momentum has to be done in n dimensions. For instance, when studying
QCD radiative corrections to heavy quark pair production in pp collisions the best
one can give using the n-dimensional regularisation scheme is the singly differential
cross-section d3a/dpQ [19]. The direction in which the other heavy quark has
disappeared cannot be given. The angles between it and the extra gluon had to
be integrated over to find and cancel the collinear divergence — and this integral
is done in n > 4 dimensions. In the mass regularisation scheme one can arbitrarily
cut the integral into a collinear piece, in which the radiated extra light particle is
undetected, and a non-collinear piece, in which it is experimentally detected1.

1One can of course subtract a 4-dimensional calculation in this region from the n-dimensional
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The mass regularisation scheme is known to break down in two-loop calcu-
lations [46], however, for one-loop diagrams it can still be made to work. Most
collinear divergences are regulated by a physical quark mass m and cause no prob-
lems. Only the glue-glue collinear divergence is regulated by the gluon mass A.
The worst physical divergences one encounters are of order log(A), so that the
limit A —» 0 can be taken without problems. Because we break gauge invariance
there will also be terms A2 /A2 , however, these are proportional to the lowest order
and can easily be dealt with.

We have chosen a 'physical' order of limits:

A2 (gluon mass) « m 2 (quark mass) < Q2 (4.2)

which corresponds to the on-shell renormalisation scheme. The order of limits is
different from the ones discussed in [44]. A discussion of the quark distribution
function is given in [47] and [45]. In this last paper it is also shown that the results
can only be consistent when the mass assignments obey the double-cut rule, i.e.
the radiative and virtual diagrams as considered double cut vacuum bubbles should
give a consistent mass assignment scheme. Besides there will be terms in m2/m2

or A2 /A2 which cannot be neglected.

We will redo the renormalisation of the distribution functions first. In the next
section we calculate the one-loop contributions to the quark distribution functions,
which consist of a gluon radiation part (related to the splitting function Pqq [48,
49]) and an incoming gluon part (related to Pgq), which has to be considered as it
is in the same order in the strong coupling constant as. The collinear divergences
are regulated in this case by the light quark mass ro as terms log(m2). The
infra-red divergences in the first part are regulated by the gluon mass; we obtain
terms log(2mA). These results can also be found in the literature but we redo the
calculation in order to show the feasibility of the numerical approach.

In section 4.3 we try to obtain the one-loop corrections to the gluon distribution
function: gluon radiation (related to Pgg) and an incoming light quark part (related
to Pgg). In this last case the mass singularity is regulated by physical log(m2)
terms, only in the former we regulate both coflinear and infra-red divergences by
the unphysical (gauge-breaking) gluon mass, which gives log(A2) terms. In this
last case we therefore have to be very careful to define a consistent scheme.

result as well
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4.2 The renormalisation of the quark distribu-
tion functions

The first-order quark distribution functions have to be renormalised by fixing the
behaviour of some physical quantity. The infinite terms that arise in the calculation
of the matrix element have to be absorbed by a redefinition of the distribution
functions. This renormalisation is independent of the process studied, as proven
in the mass factorisation theorem. The infinite renormalisation is the same in all
schemes, but the finite part of it has to be found by explicit calculation. There are
two common renormalisation schemes: the DIS (deep inelastic scattering) scheme
and the MS (modified minimal subtraction) scheme. In the DIS scheme one
requires the F2 structure function, which will be defined in equation (4.3), to be
equal to the lowest order expression for all orders in the strong coupling constant
a,. In the minimal subtraction scheme one only includes the - 2 / e poles that
regulate the collinear divergence in dimensional regularisation in the distribution
function, MS requires one to carry over the terms log(4?r) — je as well.

By using the mass regularisation scheme we could introduce yet another renor-
malisation scheme, in which terms iog(m2/Q2) or log(\2/Q2) are included in the
distribution functions and nothing else. This would, however, force us to recalcu-
late the distribution functions from experimental data using this renormalisation
scheme. We therefore chose to find the finite renormalisation which is the differ-
ence between this scheme and the DIS scheme, so that standard DIS structure
functions (e.g. [41]) can be used. The difference between DIS and MS structure
function will also be given.

The differences between the various schemes could be studied in the context
of the operator product expansion method [50]. However, we have chosen to
compare them for a physical process. The natural process to consider for the quark
distribution functions is (electro-magnetic) deep inelastic scattering, by which the
structure of the proton is best measured and, in the DIS scheme, defined.

4.2.1 Definitions
The kinematics of deep inelastic scattering are given in figure 4.1. Note that the
proton and struck quark have to be considered massless for the condition pM =
to hold. Also the transverse momentum of the quarks is neglected.
The following scalar quantities are defined as usual:

• S = (pe + P)2 the energy squared in the (electron,proton) system.

• q2 — —Q2 < 0 the photon (or gauge boson) momentum squared.

• XB = —q2/2P-q the Bjorken scaling variable.
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Figure 4.1: The kinematics of deep inelastic eP scattering.

• y = Q2/(XBS) can replace Q2.

• z = p/P the momentum fraction carried by the struck parton, in lowest
order equal to xB.

• £ = —q2/2p-q — XB/Z gives the difference between the momentum fraction
deduced from XB and the real momentum fraction z. In the collinear limit
it is just the momentum fraction left over from the incoming parton when it
interacts with the gauge boson.

(We avoid the use of the symbol x as it is often not clear which of the above
quantities is meant by it).

Occasionally we will use Mandelstam variables. We use here the convention
that upper-case S,T, U refer to the hadron-lepton system, whereas the lower case
s, t, u refer to the parton system. In case there is one more radiated particle in
the final state the assignment is as follows: ti = q2, s2 = (pq + px)

2 is the
invariant mass of the outgoing quark and the extra particle. In the collinear limit
px = (1 - £)p9 one obtains s2 = - i i ( l - £)/£• This allows us to change the S2
integration to an integration over £ after the angular intergal has been performed.

The structure functions for electro-magnetic deep inelastic scattering are de-
fined by

l'1K*B,v) + (1 - v)Ft{xBtV)] (4.3)

Comparing this expression with

dydx
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with the leptonic tensor L^,, given by (to first order in a)

» ! • »

2
\ "* f

2
aptna g

and the hadron tensor in the most general gauge-invariant symmetric form2

W2 ((P* - ^ V ) ( P " - ^ V ) ) (4-6)

we find Wi = &P • qFj and W2 = &F2.
These structure functions can also be rewritten in terms of the parton momen-

tum p = zP. They can then easily be expressed in terms of the parton distribution
functions by evaluation of the hadron side in Feynman diagrams of these partons.
In lowest order the deep inelastic structure functions are given in terms of the
quark distribution functions q(x,Q2) by

elh(xs,Q2) (4.7)
9.5

*fW<?2) = X>5»p,(*B,<?a) (4.8)
9.9

with eq the fractional charge of the quark, eq = + 2 / 3 for up-like quarks and
- 1 / 3 for down-like quarks. It is advantageous here to define parton level structure
functions F{ such that

9,9 JXB Z
(4.9)

These can be found by applying he following projection operators to WJ?J =

2The normalisation of the form factors Wi and the hadron and lepton tensor Wpp and L,xV

used here is different from the one used in e.g. [51], which includes factors of the proton mass
M. These can be systematically neglected here.
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with A 2 = 6** = ~{p-q)2 the kinematical determinant of the partonic system.
These projection operators are not unique — because of gauge invariance adding
terms proportional to q1* or q" does not make any difference. The projection
operators given here project in fact out the part proportional to g'"' and ptp"
only.

4.2.2 Radiative corrections

We now want to find the one-loop contribution to the quark distribution functions
by calculating the radiative corrections to F2, In the DIS scheme these are defined
to be zero:

F2(xB, Q2) = £ 4 *B q{xB, Q2) + O(a) (4.12)

to all orders in a , 3 . Expanding both the parton level structure function J ^ and
the distribution function q in a, we get

9,«

(4.13)
In other words: the order a , corrections to the expression for T2 should be canceled
by the order a , corrections to the quark distribution functions. Both of these are
infinite, this means that in the mass regularisation scheme they will also be a
function of log(ro) and log(A). (In the n-dimensional regularisation scheme they
are a function of — 2/e).

The order a , corrections to the distribution function naturally split in two
different parts: a virtual part, which is equal and opposite to the virtual correc-
tions to T2, and a bremsstrahlung part, which counters the gluon bremsstrahlung
corrections to JF2. It will further be necessary to integrate out part of this last
contribution into a soft part.

4.2.3 The virtual part
The virtual graphs contributing to the order a , corrections to DIS are trivial: a
vertex correction and the wave function renormalisation which are up to an overall
factor exactly the same as in QED. In our scheme they give rise to the following

3The electro-magnetic corrections to the hadron side are often also defined to be zero; the
corrections to the lepton side are not included. This gives a problem with corrections affecting
both sides (boxes), but these can be neglected at current precisions.
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virtual correction term (assuming Q2 > 0):

-»-(£)-"••(£)} («•)
with Cp = (N2 - 1)/(2N) (iV = 3 is the number of colours) the Casimir operator
of the fundamental representation of the gauge group SU(iV). This can be com-
pared to the virtual part in the n-dimensional regularisation scheme in one-loop
[52]:

The double pole occurs because of the overlap of the infrared and collinear di-
vergences. In the mass regularisation scheme these are clearly separated as the
collinear divergence in this case is regulated by the quark mass m and the infrared
divergence by the fictitious gluon mass A.

4.2.4 The bremsstrahlung part, incoming gluon
The bremsstrahlung graphs both include the incoming quark diagrams (figure 4.3)
and the incoming gluon contribution (figure 4.2). The latter is much simpler, so
we discuss it first.

sstsiss ooooc

Figure 4.2: The parton level Feynman diagrams for the incoming gluon processes.

First we note that this reaction is not infrared divergent, so we can set X = 0
immediately. The remaining collinear divergences are regulated by the quark mass
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TO, which we keep finite. To get these divergences explicitly as a log(ro) term the
matrix element is integrated over the angles in the gluon-photon CMS. The limit
TO —» 0 can then been taken outside the logarithms and we get

We see that this is in fact proportional to the lowest order, i B , but at a lower mo-
mentum p' — £p. Alternatively one can say that the (gluon) distribution function
is probed at a higher value of x; this giuon splits then into a quark-antiquark pair
with the apparent x we deduce from the scattered electron. We can thus rewrite
this into a correction term for the quark distribution function

2} (4-17)

The first overall factor 1/2 has been included to account for the fact that this
contribution has to be shared between the quark at.d the antiquark distribution
functions. The second one is the colour factor.

The divergent part (proportional to the log(m2)) is of course the order a,
contribution to the well-known gluon-quark splitting function Pgq (£) = 1/2(1 -
2f + 2£2), which is scheme independent. The finite terms are the same as in the
n-dimensional scheme if one averages over n—2 polarisation states of the incoming
gluon; the pole is then of course given by — 2/e.

( 4 1 8 )

4.2.5 The bremsstrahlung part, incoming quark

The Feynman diagrams for the incoming quark (or radiated gluon) part are shown
in figure 4.3.

These two diagrams with an incoming quark and extra radiated gluon can in
principle be treated the same way as the incoming gluon diagrams, except that
now the diagrams are infra-red divergent. This gives rise to a problem associated
with the order of limits. When rewriting the result in the form of a correction to
the distribution function we take the limit m —* 0, as the distribution function is
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9

Figure 4.3: The parton level Feynman diagrams for the incoming quark processes.

only defined for a massless particle However, the infrared divergence is regulated
by a gluon mass A <C m, which we would like to keep finite. Before we take the
limit we are forced to integrate the ?% over s2, the invariant mass of the outgoing
quark-gluon system, to some value As with m 2 < As < Q2. This contribution
is discussed further in the next paragraph.

For the moment we thus assume that 82 > As and there are no infra-red
problems. We can set A = 0, integrate over the angles, set m = 0 where possible
and obtain

(4.19)

with 6$ = Q2/(Q2 + As). The coefficient of the divergent part here is the
bremsstrahlung part of the order a3 contribution to the quark-quark splitting func-
tion P$'R(£) = CF(1 + £ 2 ) / ( l - £)• I" t n e ^-dimensional regularisation scheme
this term is the same (but now they multiply a pole - 2 / e ) ; the finite terms are
then given by

— "CA~2L (4.20)

4.2.6 The soft part

As mentioned before, the order in which we take the limits forces us to integrate
out the bremsstrahlung graphs to some new scale As, m2 < As < Q2. Note
that the gluon mass A can safely be neglected everywhere but in the kinematics.
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The lower bound to s2, 2mA, is linear in A, whereas in the matrix element only
terms quadratic in A occur. We first integrate the divergent part up to some scale
6s < m 2 but 6s > 2mA. Next the integral from 6s to As can be performed with
A = 0 everywhere.

The resulting soft correction terms are

(4.21)

The log(A) terms are canceled exactly by the corresponding terms in the virtual
correction terms. On the other side, it has been checked analytically that the
log(As) terms cancel between the soft and hard bremsstrahlung parts.

4.2.7 Numerical considerations
The first order distribution functions can now be used to calculate structure func-
tions and cross sections in deep inelastic scattering. Any calculations will now be
the sum of three contributions:

1. The virtual matrix element or structure function and the virtual and soft
contributions to the corrections of the distribution functions.

2. The bremsstrahlung corrections to the distribution functions.

3. The two bremsstrahlung matrix elements: incoming quark and incoming
gluon.

These contributions add respectively 0 ,1 and 3 integrals to the lowest order, which
we evaluate numerically. Note that to simplify the calculations the following limits
can already be taken analytically.

• The gluon mass A can be set to zero everywhere except in the divergent
logarithms and in the kinematics of the bremsstrahlung part.

• The quark mass m can be set to zero in the lowest order and outside the
logarithms in the virtual and soft corrections.

• The quark mass can also be set to zero in the hard bremsstrahlung ma-
trix element when it does not contribute to finite limits: as m 4 or not in
combination with the collinearly divergent propagator(s).
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Having taken these limits we can now make 6£ arbitrarily small as the relation
As >• m 2 no longer needs to hold. The infra-red divergence scale of the distribu-
tion functions has in effect been made independent of the mass factorisation scale.
Note however that we still should have A2 < m? < Q2-

The statistical error resulting from inaccuracies in the numerical integration
can easily be found. For a Monte Carlo integration of the matrix element these
can be reduced to a few times 10~3 without too much effort. A higher accuracy
is often expensive due to the slow (l/y/N) convergence of Monte Carlo integrals.
When the integral over the angles of the extra outgoing massless particle can be
done analytically the one-dimensional integral left is obtained with a precision of
10~5 using a Gaussian quadrature. This of course spoils the ability to obtain
anything but an inclusive cross-section.

The final result will only make sense if the systematic errors due to the approx-
imations made are smaller than the statistical error. A reasonable estimate of the
systematic error relative to the lowest order result is

2A

TO

m

0*
(4.22)

The first term arises from the infrared cutoff introduced in the corrections to the
distribution functions and can be made arbitrarily small without introducing large
terms. The second term is a result of the usage of both a finite gluon and quark
mass. The last systematic error puts an upper bound on the value of the quark mass
which we can use relative to some characteristic scale of the process. The actual
values chosen for the parameters in the (numerical) integration are determined by
a trade-off: they should be small enough to be able to neglect the systematical
errors which arise from the fact that we are unable to reach the limit completely.
On the other hand, too small parameters result in large logarithms which cancel
between the various contributions. For instance taking the gluon mass A very small
results in relatively large terms \og(2m\/Q2) which cancel between the virtual and
bremsstrahlung contributions.

In order to obtain an accuracy of a (relative to the tree level calculation)
we have to choose 2\/m « m 2 / Q ^ , n « a. The largest result will be the
gluon bremsstrahlung matrix element which contains terms which are of order
aa\og(2mX/Q2)\og(m2/Q2) « 2a5 log2(a) times the tree level matrix element.
A Monte Carlo integration program thus has to work this much harder to obtain
the answer, compared with the case in which all divergent terms have been can-
celed analytically. Thus in order to have a systematic error of 1 % compared with
the tree level result one has to accept a numerical cancellation of a factor 40a ,
between two Monte Carlo results.

It turns out that a reasonable accuracy can be obtained with an adaptive multi-
dimensional integration routine such as Vegas [31], good mappings (to map away
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the logarithmic divergences) and a reasonably large computer without much man-
ual work. The only analytical calculations to be done by hand once the corrections
to the structure functions are known are the expansion of the bremsstrahlung ma-
trix element in terms of kinematical invariants (dot products, Mandelstam variables
or kinematical determinants) and the tensor reduction of the virtual diagrams. This
is demonstrated in the next section and chapter 5.

4.2.8 Checks
In the mass regularisation scheme many of the usual checks on the calculation
must be done numerically. We here give the results of some of these, also to show
the feasibility of the approach and to investigate the validity of the estimates of the
previous section. The most interesting are the incoming quark contributions. The
limits checked are the infra-red cancellation of the structure functions (log(A)),
the infra-red cancellation of the corrections to the distribution functions (log(<5£))
and the mass factorisation (log(m2)). We have done this for the structure function
Fi for one quark (taken to be a massless bottom quark) as this should be zero
by definition. The individual contributions from the different pieces are definitely
non-zero.

The results are shown in table 4.1 for a range of values for the quark mass m,
the gluon mass A and the infra-red cut-off 6£. The number given is the sum of
all the distributions mentioned before. As one can see the result is zero, although
the individual terms vary with log(A), log(m2) and log(<5£). The errors quoted
include the systematic errors estimated in the previous paragraph. These are the
dominant ones except in the region 6£ < 10~*, m < 10~2 GeV and X/m < 10~4

in which the statistical errors are larger. The error estimates are also seen to be
reasonable. For large m the (systematic) error is underestimated by a factor 2-3,
for small parameters the (statistical) error is overestimated (the statistical error is
taken to be the difference between the 24 and 16 point Gaussian quadrature).

Similarly, the other structure functions and the glue contribution have been
checked to be invariant under variations of these parameters.

4.2.9 Conclusion

In this section we have presented expressions for the first order corrections to
the quark distribution functions which can be used when one works with a mass
regulator scheme. They were derived by considering deep inelastic scattering and
comparing with the standard n-dimensional results. The advantages of the mass
regulator scheme are that many of the integrals can be performed numerically.
The method has been shown to work in the case of the first order corrections to
the F2 structure functions.
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m [GeV]
1

io-2

10"*

A [GeV]
10-*

lO"6

lO"8

io-*

io-6

io-8
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io-9

10-8

10~3

io-*
10~5

10~3
io-*
10~5

lO"3

10"*
10~s

10"3
io-*
lO ' 5

lO"3

10"*
1Q-5
lO-3

io-*
10"5

10"3

io-*
10-5

10~3
io-*
io-5

10"3

10"*
10~5

F
8.0110~5

6.75 10~*
7.4910~*
4.2110~*
1.0210~3

1.0910-3

7.6710~*
1.3610-3
1.4410-3

-1.1910"3

-1.84 10-*
-6.61 lO"5

-8.4710"*
1.5710"*
2.7510-*

-1.2610-3

-2.6010"*
-1.4210"*

8.2910-3
9.7010"3

9.8610-3

-1.4010"3

1.1410"5

1.7410~*
-1.2910-3

1.1710"*
2.7910-*

( i )

±6.110-*
±3.010-*
±2.710"*
±6.510-*
±3.410"*
±3.110-*
±8.010-*
±5.010-*
±4.610~*
±7.310-3

±7.010-3

±7.0 lO-3

±1.410-3
±1.110-3
±1.110-3
±2.110-3
±1.810-3

±1.710-3
±6.9 lO"1

±6.910-1

±6.910"1

±7.310-3
±7.0 lO-3

±7.010~3

±3.210-3

±2.910-3
±2.910-3

deviation/error
0.13

2.3
2.8

0.65
3.0
3.6

0.96
2.7
3.1

0.16
0.03
0.01
0.61
0.14
0.25
0.60
0.14
0.08
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.19
0.00
0.02
0.40
0.04
0.10

Table 4.1: The first order corrections to F2 due to incoming bottom quark pro-
cesses for some arbitrary point (xB = 2.5 10" 3 , y/s = l789GeV,Q2 = 902 GeV2;
i*2 = 0.343). These are zero by definition. The errors include an estimate of the
systematic error.
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4.3 The renormalisation of the glue distribu-
tion function

Unlike the quark distribution function the glue distribution function is not renor-
malised by some physical process. This means that only the MS scheme is available
for the one-loop corrections. The reason for this is simple: the gluon does not
interact directly with a photon or weak vector boson, so a definition of the glue
distribution function via a physical process requires at least one more strongly
interacting particle (for instance a heavy quark). Because of this the glue distri-
bution function is at the moment very badly measured. A common method to
generate it is to make a guess at the shape at certain value of Q2, normalise it
to the missing momentum from the quark distribution functions and perform the
Q2 evolution using the Altarelli-Parisi equations. The uncertainties in the direct
experimental data are so large that it is impossible to discriminate between even
wildly different initial guesses [42, 53], especially at low x, where it is large.

Even so we will try to relate the mass regulated gluon structure function to
the MS one, although the finite term difference is negligible compared to the
uncertainty in the function itself. When better data do become available it is
important to agree on a common renormalisation scheme. Also this way different
calculations of the same process can be compared.

We have chosen another almost physical process to compare the n-dimensional
regularisation and the mass regularisations schemes: i\ >avy flavour production by
photon-gluon fusion. In order to simplify the results as much as possible the
photon has been taken on-shell. Also at the end the heavy quark mass M has been
neglected outside the logarithms. The n-dimensional result has been calculated by
prof. J. Smith.

4.3.1 Lowest order

The lowest Feynman diagrams are shown in figure 4.4. For the kinematics we use
the same notation as for deep inelastic scattering.

The matrix element is, in the approximations given before,

= 8(4ira)(4ira.)<7, (± + ±\ (4.23)

with t = ( p 7 - P g ) 2 = q2,u= ( p 7 - pqf.

4.3.2 Virtual corrections
Before we evaluate the virtual corrections to this process we first have to decide
what to do with the gluon mass. In the previous calculations the regulator was
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Figure 4.4: The Feynman diagrams for the lowest order photon-gluon fusion.

physical, so there was no doubt as to the direction in which the limit had to
be taken. Now the situation is different. We are completely free to chose any
mass assignment scheme — they are all as bad in breaking gauge invariance. The
scheme adopted for the rest of the calculations is to give all gluon an identical mass
A < M , y^Q2". This way the overlapping infra-red and collinear singularities in the
box with a three-gluon vertex are well-behaved. The other possibility would be to
give the incoming gluon a zero mass and consistently apply this in the radiative
diagrams according to the Kinoshita double cut rules (consider the virtual xlow
and [radiative]2 diagrams as cut from bubble diagrams with different double cuts).

Unfortunately, the calculation of the virtual corrections was not yet completed
at the printing time of this thesis.

4.3.3 Bremsstrahlung corrections, incoming quark

Two of the four diagrams with an extra light quark contribute to the quark-gluon
mass divergence. We have only evaluated this (gauge-invariant) set. (The other
two show the photon-quark divergence, in which we are not interested.) They are
shown in figure 4.5. There are also the diagrams with an incoming anti-quark; for
this subset the contribution of these is equal.

Because the diagrams are infra-red finite we can put the gluon mass to zero.
The collinear divergence is regulated by the light quark mass m. The matrix
element is integrated over the angles in the center of mass system defined by the
lower 2 —> 2 reaction. Superficially there is a double pole in the gluon propagator
(pg - p'q)2 = -2(p°p'q° — m? — pp'cosO). The numerator, however, vanishes at
this point because of gauge invariance of the upper sub-diagram. There are terms
of order m 2 left, which give a finite answer for these double pole terms.

The single pole gives rise to a logarithm, Iog(m 2£ 2 / ( i ( l - £ ) ) ) • The coefficient

is, as should be, proportional to the quark gluon splitting function P<jg — Cp{2 —

In order to simplity the finite terms we have taken the heavy quark mass M to
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o
o
o

Q

Q

Figure 4.5: The interesting Feynman diagrams for the incoming quark corrections
to photon-gluon fusion.

be zero (after all other limits). The total result is then (for one light quark) al most
equal to the result of the n-dimensional calculation. Only the — 2/e, log(ra2) and
m2/m2 terms differ and these are proportional to the lowest order matrix element.

We can thus easily write down the corrections to the gluon distribution function
due to the quark content of the proton.

quarks«

(4.24)

The contributions of the anti-quarks are equal.

4.3.4 Bremsstrablung corrections, incoming gluon
The incoming gluon diagrams, shown in figure 4.6, are now the most complicated
ones. Just like in the case of the quark distribution function we have to treat the
soft radiation elsewhere and assume here that s2 > A2. Furthermore we again
simplify the expression by taking the limit M -* 0 afterwards. Four of the eight
Feynman diagrams are shown in figure 4.6, the other four follow from the exchange
of the heavy quark and anti-quark.

The colour structure is slightly less trivial as well. There are terms proportional
to C\ and to CpCA, with CA = 2N the Casimir operator of the adjoint repre-
sentation of SU(N). Only these last terms contain the gluon propagator and thus
contribute to the divergent part. We do not consider the C\ part further.
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v/WW

QfrQQI SL3SLSLS

OOOPP

Figure 4.6: Half the Feynman diagrams for the incoming gluon corrections to
photon-gluon fusion; the other half follow by exchanging Q and Q.

The collinear divergence is regulated by a (unphysical) gluon mass A. As
explained in section 4.3.2 we have chosen all gluon masses equal. This gluon mass
has to be retained as there is a double pole in the gluon propagator (pg - q)2 =
~2(Pj?° — A2 /2 — ppf cos0) in the left-most diagram squared. The numerator
again vanishes at this point because of gauge invariance of the upper sub-diagram,
however, there are terms of order A2 left so the final answer will contain terms
A2 /A2 .

In all other terms the gluon mass can be neglected. The single pole gives
rise to a logarithm log (X2/fi2 ) with (i2 = s2/(l - £ + f 2 ) . The coefficient is

proportional to the hard part of the first order splitting function Pgg = C A ( 1 -

_
When we compare the result with that of the n-dimensional MS-renormalised

calculation all terms are seen to be identical ecept for the log(A) and A2 /A2 terms.
These are both of course proportional to the lowest order. The first order correction
to the gluon distribution function is therefore

•S! =
.!-«£

(4-25)

This will give the same renormalised result as the MS scheme. This correction
term is again universal.

The soft corrections, which consist of the previous correction terms analytically
integrated to As > A2 still have to be done.
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QCD radiative corrections to
charged current heavy quark
production

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we apply the techniques of the previous chapters to obtain some
radiative corrections. The process chosen is heavy quark production in lepton-
proton scattering and we will compute the order a, QCD corrections. The heavy
quark can be the (as yet undiscovered) top quark. The mass of the top quark
is unspecified by theory and is thought to be in the 80-200 GeV range. The
lower limit comes from direct non-observation at the Fermilab proton-antiproton
Tevatron collider, the upper limit is deduced from studies of higher order effects
in low energy processes. The top quark could be produced at an electron-proton
collider such as HERA at DESY (Hamburg) or the proposed LEP/LHC collider at
CERN (Geneva). In the former, which will start operations this year, a 30 GeV
electron beam is collided with a 820 GeV proton beam to give a center of mass
energy y/s = 314 GeV. This is just enough to produce an 80 GeV top quark. The
LEP/LHC collider will consist of the proposed Large Hadron Collider 8 TeV proton
beam collided with the existing LEP 50 or 100 GeV electron beam with ,/s = 1285
or 1789 GeV. If the top quark is lighter than about 160 GeV it could be studied
with this machine, although it will probably be discovered first in pp collisions.

The dominant production process of top quarks in ep collisions is via charged
current interactions ( W exchange), the process ep —• vtX. The neutral current
process ep —>• etiX is heavily suppressed because of the need to create two rather
heavy objects. This more than offsets the normal predominance of neutral current
events [54, 55].

There are two ways in which one can consider the production of a top quark
in a charged current interaction. At low energies one has to consider the mass
of the bottom quark and evaluate the parton level process eg —> vbt. At high
energies the bottom quark has to be considered massless and a proper treatment
requires one to handle the bottom content to the proton non-perturbatively and
work with a bottom distribution function. The parton level process then simplifies
to eb —» vi. These energies are not yet reached at HERA, the mass of the bottom
quark is about 5 GeV and a typical parton level energy is 30 GeV. At LEP/LHC it
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ought to be a better approximation. We will work in the massless bottom quark
approximation in this chapter.

The same calculation can also be applied to charm production in neutrino
experiments. Here the mass of the strange quark is definitely negligible, now the
mass of the charm quark sets an upper limit to the energy scale to which the
results can be applied. At higher energies one has to assign the proton a charm
content. Our results are compared with the previously published calculation [18].

The laycut of this chapter is as follows. First the definitions of the structure
functions we will occasionally be using is given. Next we turn to top production in
ep collisions. We will first recapitulate the results for the lowest order and compare
them with the lowest order calculation with a heavy bottom quark (generated from
the glue content of the proton). A short description of the method used is given.
The numerical stability of the whole procedure is checked and finally the total
cross-section and some distributions will be given. Finally we give the first-order
QCD corrected structure functions for neutrino induced charm production and
compare these with previous results.

5.2 Definitions
The kinemattcs and invariants of this process are almost the same as for neutral
current deep inelastic scattering (see section 4.2.1). The main difference is that
because of the mass of the outgoing quark the relation XB = z (or f = 0)
does not even hold in lowest order. We now find XB = zQ2/(Q2 + M2) (or
£ = Q2/(Q2 + M2)) at the Born level, with M the heavy quark mass. This lowest
order z is denoted by x' in [18]. It also replaces XB as the lower limit in the
integrals (4.9) and further.

We choose to describe these processes both by structure functions and a matrix
element. For this we need the charged current structure functions which are defined
by

G%S Mhr r i n , v

i t k x [xy Fl(XB'y)

+ (1 - y)F2{xB,y) + xy(l - y/2)F3(xB,y)] (5.1)

with the Fermi constant Gp = y/2 /My? e2/8 sin2 0w in terms of the electro-
magnetic coupling constant, the mass of the W and the weak mixing angle. We
also have

g2
 r WVLV , _ . »

[ }r

dQHx ~ 4v 25 (Q2 + M2,)2
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(g = e/2y/2s\t\0w)- The leptonic tensor LMt, now given by (again to first order
in a )

- 4 « - 4g>? + AjTq • pe + 4ep""<) (5.3)

The hadron tensor now has the form

(5.4)

because parity-nonconserving terms must be included. The terms with qMl" do not
contribute in the limit that the electron mass can be neglected, which also kills
the other 3 possible tensors. Comparing this with the definition of the structure
functions we find W\ = ixjgSFi, Wi = 8.F2 and Wz = - 4 F 3 . In lowest order
the structure functions are given by

p(z,Q2) (5.5)

with VqQ the relevant Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element. Because we are pro-
ducing a heavy quark already in this lowest order z ^ XB' Z = XB(Q2 + M2)/Q2.

We again introduce parton level structure functions Ti by (4.9). These can be
found (up to the overall normalisation) by applying the same projection operators
to Wuv.

( 5 - 8 )

(5 9)

In the next section we will calculate both the structure functions for heavy quark
production in leptonic interactions and the matrix element to construct a full event
generator.
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5.3 The order a8 corrections to top quark pro-
duction at LEP/LHC.

5.3.1 Introduction

We first consider top production at HERA and LEP/LHC. In the first case we only
consider a top mass of 80 GeV as higher masses are unobservable and lower masses
are already excluded by present Tevatron/CDF data [56]. For the LEP/LHC option
we consider the two possibilities 50 GeV and 100 GeV electrons on a 8 TeV proton
beam for a top mass in the range 80-160 GeV.

The production cross section for a top quark with a mass greater than 80 GeV
is entirely dominated by charged current events. The lowest order cross sections
are given in [54] and [55]. In the first article it is shown that it is reasonable to
assign the proton a bottom content and a bottom distribution function [41] and
to estimate the top production cross section from that, even for HERA energies
{y/s = 314 GeV). At LEP/LHC energies [y/s = 1285/1789 GeV) this should be an
even better approximation. An estimate of the QCD radiative corrections can be
obtained by considering the corrections to this process, which will be the subject
of this section.

Note that for high enough energies this is in principle a better approximation of
the physics process than a perturbative calculation with the light bottom quark in
a t-channel propagator. This calls for a structure function approach with the Q2

evolution dictated by the Altarelli-Parisi equations, rather than a simple perturba-
tive QCD Feynman diagram evaluation. It seems that at the present energies this
is not yet the case, hence we believe the heavy b-quark calculation to be better in
principle. The radiative corrections to this calculation are being undertaken.

We take the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix element Vu — 1 in all the
following.

5.3.2 Lowest order

The lowest order results, using the same EHLQ set I structure functions at a scale
Q2 agree completely with the previously published results. The cross section for
some values of the top mass mt and CMS energy </s is given in table 5.1. It
can be seen that the cross-section obtained using a bottom distribution function
is a factor 1.6 lower than the full calculation seems to indicate (with scale 83/2,
82 is the top-bottom system invariant mass squared). The scale at which the
distribution function and the coupling constant are probed is unambiguous in the
case of the bottom function approximation (Q2), but for the heavy bottom quark
calculation there are more possibilities. For comparison we also include the result
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for a scale Q2 in the heavy bottom quark calculation, which raises the computed
cross-sections by 25%.

[GeV]
314

1265

1789

writ
[GeV]

80
80

100
120
140
160
80

100
120
140
160

massless
sigma

[pb]
0.0365

2.96
2.33
1.83
1.44
1.14
5.56
4.59
3.79
3.14
2.60

heavy, a.{Q2)

W
0.0727

5.54
4.21
3.27
2.54
2.01

10.66
8.42
6.90
5.63
4.65

heavy, at(s2/2)

[Pb]
0.0475

4.72
3.52
2.63
2.03
1.31
9.08
7.12
5.58
4.51
3.67

Table 5.1: The lowest order total cross section in the massless bottom quark
function approximation and with a heavy bottom quark, using the EHLQ set I
structure functions.

For completeness, the lowest order quark level matrix element is given by

,21IM(0).2 = 47r2a2
 V2 u{u-m\)

1 ' sin4**, " ( i - M 2 , ) 2 K '

The lowest order structure functions are given in equation (5.5).

5.3.3 Method

We follow the prescription given in chapter 4 to calculate the first order corrections
to the process. The calculation of the matrix element consists of four parts.

• The virtual corrections consist again of a vertex correction and two wave
function renormalisation graphs (multiplied with the lowest order result of
course). They have been reduced to scalar integrals with the algorithms
of chapter 3 (using the routines described in appendix C). These scalar
integrals are evaluated with the numerical programs described in appendix
A. The cancellation of the - 2 / e poles and the independence of the result on
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the dimensional regularisation mass parameter fi is verified by numerically
changing their values as explained in this appendix.

• The bremsstrahlung graphs with an incoming quark are reduced to dot prod-
ucts using standard spin-sum techniques. The kinematics of the reaction
have been evaluated with the help of the methods described in [57]. The
cancellation of the infra-red divergence between these graphs and the virtual
corrections can be ascertained by integrating the extra degrees of freedom
(2 angles and the gluon-quark energy) numerically and varying the infra-red
cut-off parameter, the gluon mass A.

• The bremsstrahlung graphs with an incoming gluon are treated the same
way. Note that this is the same as the matrix element of the full calculation,
however, here we take the limit rraj —• 0 whereas in that expression the
bottom quark mass is the physical raj « 5 GeV.

• Finally, the lowest order matrix element is multiplied by the first order cor-
rections to the structure functions given in section 4.2. Part of these add
another variable to be integrated over and are treated separately, the rest can
be added to the virtual matrix element. The infra-red cancellation between
these has already been verified, but can again be checked by numerically
varying <5£.

All of these are then integrated over the momentum fraction of the incoming
parton z and the remaining kinematical degree of freedom, the scattered neutrino
angle.

The structure functions are obtained by projecting out the parton tensor W " \
The three resulting quantities are treated as the matrix element in the previous
paragraph. We have, however, been able to integrate analytically over the angles in
the Wb or Wg center of mass system in the bremsstrahlung results with minimal
effort. This eliminates 2 dimensions of the integration space and allows us to
obtain more accurate results quickly.

To simplify the numerical work, the gluon mass and quark mass have been
taken zero wherever possible.

5.3.4 Checks

In the numerical integration we have varied the parameters A, m& and 6£ over a
few orders of maginitude and always obtain the same result within errors. This is
shown for the incoming quark part of F% in table 5.2 at a random point in phase
space. This quantity is most sensitive to errors, because it is very much smaller
than both the incoming gluon contribution and the lowest order. Each number in
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m[GeV] A[GeV]
1 10"*

lO"6

io-8

lO-2 10"*

io-6

10"8

10"* 10"*

10"6

10"8

lO-3

io-*
10"5

lO-3

io-*
10~5
10~3
io-*
10"5

10~3
io-*
10"5

10"3

io-*
lO-5

10"3

io-*
10"5
10"3

io-*
10-S

10"3

io-*
10"5

10"3

io-*
lO-5

F
5.09 lO-3

5.54 lO-3

5.6010-3

5.1610-3
5.61 lO-3

5.6710-3

5.23 lO-3

5.6810~3

5.7310-3

4.4910"3

5.25 lO-3

5.3410-3
4.6010-3

5.36 lO-3

5.45 lO-3

4.55 lO-3

5.31 lO-3

5.4010-3
6.8410-*
7.9010"3

8.03 lO-3

4.1710-3
5.23 lO-3

5.35 lO-3

4.33 lO-3

5.3910-3
5.5110-3

2 . 0

±3.510~*
±1.310-*
±1.110-*
±3.110~*
±8.710-5
±6.610~5

±3.210~*
±9.910-5

±7.710~5

±5.410-3

±5.1 lO-3

±5.1 lO-3

±4.310~*
±2.010-*
±1.810-*
±4.910~*
±2.710~*
±2.410"*
±5.110-1

±5.110"1

±5.1 lO"1

±5.510-3

±5.210-3

±5.210-3
±6.610~*
±4.310"*
±4.110~*

deviation/error
-1.8
-1.5
-1.2
-1.8
-1.4

-0.91
-1.6

-0.51
0

-0.23
-0.09
-0.08
-2.6
-1.9
-1.6
-2.4
-1.6
-1.4

0.002
0.004
0.004
-0.28
-0.10
-0.07
-2.1

-0.79
-0.54

Table 5.2: The first order corrections to F2 due to incoming quark processes
for some arbitrary point (xB = 2.5 l O " 3 , ^ = 1789GeV,Q2 = 902GeV i ,
rm = 80GeV; F^ = 0.254). The errors include an estimate of the system-
atic error.
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the table is the result of the addition of three numbers of order one (the individual
contributions are a few times the lowest order result, as explained in section 4.2.7;
here the first order result happens to be much smaller than the lowest order).

As is clear from the table, the result is the same within errors. These errors
(mainly the systematical ones) swamp the result completely everywhere but in a
small region of parameter space: 6$ < 10"*, A < 10~4m (in agreement with the
rules of thumb given before). Again the error associated with the ratio m/Q2

seems to be underestimated and the error which is the result of the finite \/m a
bit overestimated. On the whole the error estimate is reasonable.

The results in this table agree with the results of an analytic calculation by
J. J. van der Bij.

5 . 3 . 5 R e s u l t s

We again consider top production at HERA and LEP/LHC. In table 5.3 and figure
5.1 the effect of the radiative corrections is shown on the total production cross
section. For this calculation the structure functions were used as they gave a more
accurate result, lacking two integration variables.

For a, we took an expression with Nf = 5 as the bottom quark is to be
considered massless. The only cut made is Q2 > 6GeV2 in order not to invalidate
the structure functions used, Eichten, Hinchliff, Lane and Quigg set 1 [41]1. As
we do not observe the top quark directly the efFect of detector limitations cannot
be found without considering the decay of the top quark, which has not been done
in this study. The statistical errors are no more than ± 1 in the last digit shown.
The systematical errors should be smaller. We have used A = 10~8GeV,ra& =

It can be seen that the radiative corrections tend to increase the total cross-
section by a constant fraction which is about 1.6 for LEP/LHC energies. The
quark contributions are negligible. This can be explained by the fact that we are
still very close to the point were the distribution function is renormalised to zero —
the cross-section is dominated by F2. The main contribution is the extra channel
eg —*• vQQ opening up. This brings it somewhat above the level of the Born level
heavy bottom quark heavy calculation with scale s 2 /2 (which is of the same order
in a,). Note however that this calculation differs in two respects. The scale is
now unambiguously fixed at Q2 and the bottom propagator is correctly treated in
the high energy limit. The distribution of the events is also quite different.

Although the total cross-section increases by a simple K-factor, the shape of
the differential cross-sections does not remain the same. To investigate this we
have to use the unintegrated version of the matrix element, as we want to recover

JThe discontinuity at z = .1 is of no great relevance to these results.
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[GeVJ
314

1265

1789

mt
(GeV)

80
80

100
120
140
160
80

100
120
140
160

lowest order

oM
[pb]

.0343
2.97
2.32
1.81
1.44
1.13
5.56
4.59
3.79
3.14
2.60

order a.
glue quark

& &
[pb] [pb]

.0336 .0017
1.83 0.08
1.40 0.05
1.12 0.03
0.89 0.02
0.73 0.01
3.40 0.13
2.73 0.10
2.25 0.06
1.89 0.04
1.62 0.02

sum
<r<*>
[pb]

.0353 (103%)
1.91 (64%)
1.45 (63%)
1.15 (64%)
0.91 (64%)
0.74 (65%^
3.53 (63%)
2.83 (62%)
2.31 (61%)
1.93 (61%)
1.64 (63%)

sum

CT(o)+(i)

[pb]
.0696
4.88
3.77
2.96
2.35
1.87
9.09
7.42
6.10
5.07
4.24

Table 5.3: The order a , order cross section in the bottom distribution function
approximation.

jQ
Q.

3
b
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order a,
lowest order
heavy bottom

LEP/LHC 1

- i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

m, [GeV]

Figure 5.1: The total cross-section for top production at LEP/LHC with a 50 and
100 GeV electron beam.
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the top quark momentum. This was one of the advantages quoted for the mass
renormalisation method: we can always give full differential cross-sections. In
this case the transverse momentum p r and rapidity \ log((E + p/f)/(E — p/,))
distributions of the top quark are shown for HERA energies in figure 5.2 and
for LEP/LHC1 in figure 5.3. These were obtained with the same Monte Carlo
integration programs. To obtain a reasonably smooth result in spite of the rather
large cancellations among the different contributions somewhat more computer
time was needed, about 4 hours on a Gould NP1. Superimposed the analogous
plots for the lowest order process with the bottom quark also considered massive
are shown.

One can see that the result of the radiative corrections is to decrease the
average pT of the top quark from 29.7 GeV to 24.0 GeV at HERA, 60.0 GeV
to 57.6 GeV at LEP/LHC (compared with 26.4 and 54.8 GeV for the calculation
with a heavy bottom quark). This could be expected — the dominant subprocess
eg —* vQQ has three particles in the final state over which the pr has to be
distributed.

The rapidity distribution however is harder when the radiative corrections are
applied. The average increase from 0.93 to 1.12 at HERA, 1.49 to 1.73 at
LEP/LHC (heavy bottom model: 1.05 and 1.56).

5.4 The QCD radiative corrections to charm
quark production

These same structure functions can be used to calculate the radiative corrections
to charm production starting from the strange sea. In the spirit of the parton
model we assume the charm content of the proton to be zero as we consider it
to be heavy here. This limits the range of energies at which this calculation can
be applied. It also implies that charm quark pair production does not give rise to
correction terms to the distribution functions. We will thus be able to compare
our results with those of T. Gottschalk [18], scheme II, for neutrino induced heavy
flavour production2.

Using the same distribution functions and a, = 0.25 we do indeed reproduce
exactly the ratio of first order corrected to Born F2 both for neutrino and ant-
neutrino scattering on an isoscalar target. This is shown in figures 5.4 and 5.4
which can be compared directly to Figure 7 in [18]. We have taken a Cabibbo
angle sin 0 C = 0 . 2 3 .

aWe found a typing error in his equation (A12) and (A15), this does not seem to influence
the results.
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Figure 5.2: The pT and rapidity distribution of a 80 GeV top quark at y/s = 314
GeV. The lowest curve represents the lowest order result, the dashed one the heavy
bottom quark calculation and the upper one includes the order a, corrections in
the massless approximation.
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40 80 120 160 200 240

pT CGeV]

rapidity

Figure 5.3: The pr and rapidity distribution of a 120 GeV top quark at y/s = 1285
GeV. The lowest curve represents the lowest order result, the dashed one the heavy
bottom quark and the upper one includes the order a , corrections in the massless
approximation.
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Figure 5.4: The ratio of the order a , to the lowest order structure function Ft for
neutrino scattering off an isoscalar target as a function of x' = XB(Q2 + M2)/Q*.
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5.5 Conclusion
The use of the mass regularisation scheme does not present any problems in these
calculations for which only the renormalisation of the quark distribution functions
was needed. With minimal analytical calculations we have been able to compute
total cross-sections and one-dimensional distributions.

The order a, result for top production at HERA and LEP/LHC using a massless
bottom quark is similar to the lowest order calculation with a heavy bottom quark,
especially at the higher LEP/LHC energy. One can see that the choice of scale
52/2 there indeed is the right choice. There is no scale ambiguity in the calculation
presented here. In the high energy limit the treatment of the bottom propagator is
better in this approximation, however, this region has not been reached for HERA
and LEP/LHC.

Our results for charm production in neutrino-nucleon scattering agree com-
pletely with those published before.
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Conclusions

In this thesis some new techniques to evaluate one-bop integrals with massive
particles have been exposed. These techniques are necessary in regions of phase
space where light particle masses cannot be neglected. They can also be used
to do QCO one-loop calculations in four dimensions using numerical rather than
analytical integration. Examples of these last calculations have been given in the
form of heavy quark production in lepton-proton interactions. The work presented
here is part of a larger effort to facilitate the computation of cross-sections in
quantum field theory. Other parts are the symbolic manipulation program Form
(including Feynman diagram generation), research in multi-dimensional integration
and new methods to evaluate tree diagrams efficiently without taking a massless
limit.

The new techniques presented here concern the virtual part of the radiative cor-
rection calculations: the one-loop diagrams. Our goal was to give algorithms with
which one-loop diagrams of arbitrary parameters could be evaluated. The main
problems to be solved where numerical instabilities which until now made general
solutions impractical. In real physical problems the symmetries often cause mas-
sive cancellations so that a careless implementation does not give reliable answers.
These numerical problems have been solved using kinematical determinants and
unphysical on-shell internal vectors. The resulting algorithms can be used for both
analytical and numerical evaluation of the scalar and tensor n-point functions. A
numerical implementation of the scalar integrals and an analytical implementation
of the tensor reduction is available.

The ease with which massive particle can now be handled enticed us to re-
consider a mass regularisation scheme for the many divergences of the theory of
the strong interactions, QCD. This did however entail the renormalisation of the
parton distribution functions that describe the proton in this scheme. The results
for the quark distribution functions and partial results for the gluon distribution
function are given. The phase space integrals can now all be performed numer-
ically, which means more flexibility: more distributions can be investigated and
experimental (im)possibilities can more easily be investigated. The feasibility of
this approach is indicated by some checks and two physics calculations.

These calculations concern heavy quark production in lepton-hadron collisions.
We first considered top production at the HERA and LEP/LHC colliders, consid-
ering the bottom quark massless. The results are that the total cross-section is
1.6 times the lowest order. This is slightly more than a computation using a heavy
bottom quark would indicate. The JJJ distribution is somewhat softer, the rapidity
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somewhat harder than this previous result. A full calculation of the first order
corrections taking the mass of the bottom quark into account is being undertaken.
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A user's guide to the FF package

A user's guide to the FF
package

A.I Introduction
FF is a set of Fortran routines to evaluate numerically the integrals occurring in
the calculation of one-loop Feynman diagrams [5]. At this moment (summer 1990,
version 1.0) the following units are ready:

• the scalar one, two, three, four and five-point functions, defined by

dnQ£9.
(Q* - m\){{Q + P)* -ml)-

• the vector three and four-point functions,

• some determinants.

Planned additions are:

• The other Form factors a la FormF [8],

• The six-point function.

Note however, that the reduction of these can be done analytically.
The aim of the routines is to provide a reliable answer for any conceivable

(physical) combination of input parameters. This has not been fully met in the
case of the four-point function, but an impressive list of cases does indeed work.
Problems normally occur ./hen many parameters are (almost) equal, i.e. when an
analytical calculation is most feasible.

The basic ideas have been taken from the article by 't Hooft and Veltman [25],
but most of the algorithms are new. A complete description of the methods used
can be found in chapter 2 and [1].

The layout of this guide is as follows. First the problems which might be
encountered when installing FF on a computer system are discussed in section
A.2. The initialisation of the routines, which has to be done by the user in the
program which uses the FF routines, is outlined in section A.3. The next section
is about the use of the error reporting facilities, which also need some assistance
from the user. Finally a list of the available routines for the scalar n-point functions
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(section A.5) and determinants (section A.7) is given, listing parameters, loss of
precision and comments.

Please report any problems you encounter when using these routines to me. My
address is NIKHEF-H, P.O. Box 41882, NL-1009 DB Amsterdam, t l 9 0 n i k h e f . n l ,
until November 1990. Afterwards I will be at the Universitat Miinchen, Sektion
Physik, TheresienstraBe 37, D-8000 Miinchen 40.

A.2 Installation
In this section the installation of the FF routines on a computer is discussed. We
will first discuss the problems which may be caused by the Fortran used. Next the
use of dataWes is discussed.

The routines have been written in standard (ANSI) Fortran-77, with a few
extensions, which most compilers allow. The package compiles without changes
on the Gould/Encore (fort), Apollo/SRIO (ftn), Meiko (mf77) and VAX (for-
tran/g-float). Changes are necessary for the Apollo/SR9 (ftn), Sun (f77), CDC
(ftn5), Atari ST (Absoft) and possibly other compilers.

The extensions used are:

• the use of tabs.

• the use of lower case letters.

• the use of i m p l i c i t none.

• the use of the include directive to include the file 'ff.h', which contains
parameters and common blocks used throughout the package.

• the use of DOUBLE COMPLEX data type. In principle FF can also run in single
precision, but the loss of 3-5 digits can often not be avoided in the evaluation
of an n-point function. This may leave to little information.

All these extensions can easily be removed with a good editor. The following
commands will convert the source to ANSI Fortran. (The syntax is that of the
editor S T E D I ) .

mark
/include 'ff.h'/
deleteline
read ff.h
/implicit none/=/implicit logical (a-z)/
/DBLE(/=/REAL(/
/DIMAG/=/AIHAG/
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Initialisation

/DCMPLX/=/CMPLX/
/DOUBLE COMPLEX/=/C0MPLEX/
end
# convert to uppercase
ctrl-u
# expand the tabs
te

Note that all names that have to be converted when switching from single to double
precision are in capitals. It is possible to run the package in double precision real
and single precision complex (the error reporting system might underestimate the
accuracy in this case). To convert to single precision real (for instance on a CDC)
use

/DOUBLE PRECISION/=/REAL/

It may be necessary to convert to systems with other names for the double precision
complex data types and functions (e.g. IBM). The double complex functions to be
transformed are z f f l o l , z f f l o g and z x f f l g . They are now declared as DOUBLE
COMPLEX funct ion(args) , change this to COMPLEX funct ion*16(args) .

Generic names for the intrinsic functions sqrt , log and loglO are used every-
where, so these need not be changed.

Note that all subroutines have names starting with f f , the functions have the
f f in the middle of the name. It is hoped that this naming convention will minimise
conflicts with user-defined names. The author is aware of the possible conflict with
the Cern-library package 'ffread', but could not think up another key.

The FF package makes use of three datafiles: f f e r r . d a t , f fwarn.dat and
ffperm5.dat. The mechanism for locating these is very simple: in the subroutines
which read these files ( f f e r r and ffwarn in the file f f i n i t and f f d e l 5 ) a
parameter PATH is defined. You will have to fill in here a directory (readable by
everyone using the routines) that contains the datafiles.

A.3 Initialisation
When using the FF routines a few initialisations have to be performed in the
program that calls these routines.

The common blocks used are all listed in the file 'ff.h'. If your system does
not automatically save common blocks (like Absoft Fortran) it is easiest to include
this file in the main program.

Furthermore, before any of the subroutines are called, a call must be made to
f f i n i t to initialise some arrays of Taylor series coefficients. This routine also tries
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to establish the machine precision and range, causing two underflows. If this is a
problem (e.g. with Gould dbx), edit this routine to a hardwired range. Finally it
sets up reasonable defaults for the tracing flags (these are listed in A.4.3). This
call is made automatically if one uses the npoin entry point.

A call to f f e x i t will check the integrity of these arrays and give a summary
of the errors and warnings encountered.

Finally, on systems on which error trapping is possible it may be advantageous
to use a call

call qsetrec(ffrcvr)

This forwards any floating point errors to the error reporting system. The routine
qsetrec is available in the Cern library.

A.4 The error reporting system
A.4.1 Overview

One of the goals of this package was to give reliable answers. For this purpose a
rather elaborate error reporting system has been built in. First, there are a few flags
which govern the level of internal checking. Secondly, a count of the number of
digits lost in numerical cancellations above some acceptable number (this number
is defined for each function in section A.5) is default returned with any result. This
count is quite conservative. Do not forget the few digits normal everyday loss
on top of the reported losses, however: the 'acceptable' loss. Finally, a message
can be given to the user where the error or warning occurred. For this to be useful,
the user has to update some variables.

A.4.2 Using the system
Errors

A distinction is made between errors and warnings. An error is an internal inconsis-
tency or a floating point error (if trapped). If an error occurs a message is printed
on standard output like this (the output is truncated to fit on the page)

id nx 41/ 7, event or 16
error nr 32: nffeta: error: eta is not defined for real ...

The first part of the id must be defined by the user. It is given by the variable
i d in the common block / f f f l a g s / . I tend to use '41' for the first four-point
function, '42' for the second one, etc:
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id = 41
call ffxdO(cdO,xpil,ier)
id = 42
call ffxdO(cdO,xpi2,ier)

The second part (idsub) is maintained internally to pinpoint the error. The event
number is assumed to be nevent in the same common block. It too has to be
incremented by the user. The error number is used internally to fetch the message
text from the file f f e r r . d a t , which also includes the name of the routine in which
the error occurred. If an error has occurred the variable i e r is incremented by
100.

A cal! to f f e r r with the error number 999 causes a list of all errors so far to
be printed out and this list to be cleared. This is used by f f e x i t .

Warnings

A warning is a ioss of precision because of numerical cancellations. Only losses
greater than a certain default value are noticed. This is controlled by the variable
xloss in the common block / f f p r e c / , which is set to 1/8 by f f i n i t . A power
of 2 is highly recommended. If a loss of precision greater than this tolerable,
everyday loss occurs the subroutine f f warn is called. The default action is to only
increment the variable i e r by the number of digits lost over the standard tolerated
loss of xloss. Nothing is printed, but all calls occurring with the same value of
the event counter nevent are remembered. This queue is printed when f f warn is
called with error number 998.

The reason for this is simply that I do not like hundreds of meaningless warnings
to clutter the important ones in a big Monte Carlo. I therefore include a line like

if ( ier .gt, 10 ) call ffwarn(998,ier,x0,x0)

at the end of the calculation of one event, causing the system to report only those
errors which led to a fatal loss of precision. The warning messages produced are
similar to an error message:

id nr 41/ ' 4, event nr 2265
warning nr 138: ffdl3p: warning: cancellations in \delta_{...

(lost 1 digits)

The number of digits lost gives the number of digits which have become unreliable
in the answer due to this step over the normal loss of xloss.

Another special error number is 999: this causes a list of all warnings which
have occurred up to that point to be printed out plus the maximum loss suffered
at that point. The routine f f e x i t uses this.
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There is one warning message which does not increase ier: the remark that
there are cancellations among the input parameters. This is the responsibility of
the user. Most routines have an alternative entry point with the differences of the
parameters required as input.

The user can edit the routines ffwarn and f f err (in the file f f i n i t ) to
customise the error and warning reporting.

A.4.3 Debugging possibilities

There are a few flags to control the package in great detail. These are contained
in the common block / f f f l a g s / . The first one, lwrite , if on, gives a detailed
account of all steps taken to arrive at the answer. This gives roughly 1000 lines
of output for a four-point function. It is turned off by f f i n i t . The second one,
l t e s t , turns on a lot of internal consistency checking. If something is found wrong
a message like

ffdot4: error: dotproducts with p(10) wrong: -1795. ... -9.5E-12

is given. The last number gives the deviation from the expected result, in this case
a relative precision of 10~15 was found instead of the expected 10~18. The i e r
counter is not changed, as these are usually rounding off errors. Please report any
serious errors. This flag is turned on by f f i n i t , turn it off manually once you are
convinced that your corner of parameter space does not present any problems.

The next two flags, 14also and Idc3c4, control the checking of some extra
algorithms. This takes time and may even lead to worse results in some rare cases.
If you are pressed for speed, try running with these flags off and only switch them
on when you get the warning message "Cancellations in f i n a l adding up".
If you get mysterious warnings with the flags on, try turning them off.

Another flag for internal use, Imen controls a rudimentary memory mechanism
which is mainly used when trying different permutations of the parameters of the
three- and four-point functions. Its use is taken care of by the system.

Next there is the possibility to save the array of dotproducts used by the three
and four-point function. These arrays are used by the tensor integrals.

Finally there is the possibility to to turn off all warning reporting by setting
lwara to .FALSE.. Do not do this until you are completely satisfied that there
are no problems left! tt will also invalidate the value of ier , so you will have no
warning whatsoever if something goes horribly wrong.

It may be advantageous to change the flags to parameters and recompile for
extra speed and smaller size. Approximately half the code of the package is for
debugging purposes.
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A.4.4 Summary
The following sequence has been found to be very convenient.

1. Make sure that the system can find f f e r r . d a t and f fva rn .da t and that
the routine f f i n i t is called.

2. Do a pilot run with l t e s t on to check for internal problems within the FF
routines. One can also look for the best permutation of the input parameters
at this stage. Please report anything irregular.

3. Run a full Monte Carlo with (test off, but lwarn still on to check for numer-
ical problems.

4. Only if there are no numerical problems left, you can turn off lwarn to gain
the last percents in speed.

A.5 scalar N-point functions

In general there are two routines for almost every task: one for the case that all
parameters are real and one to use if one or more are complex. Infra-red divergent
diagrams are calculated with a user-defined cutoff on the divergent logarithms.
Planned extensions are

• the derivative of BO,

• fast special cases,

• six-point functions.

Please note that there is also an entry-point npoin which returns the scalar inte-
grals plus the supported tensor integrals in a form compatible with FormF. The
number of digits lost cannot be included this way, however, it is provided on
request to allow old code which used FormF to run without a CDC.

A.5.1 One-point function

The one-point function caO = Aa(m2) = £? I dnQ/(Q2-m2) is calculated with
the subroutines

subrout ine 1tcaO(caO,dO,xnm,cm,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX caO.cm
DOUBLE PRECISION dO.xmm
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subroutine ixxaO(caO,dO,xam,XH,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX caO
DOUBLE PRECISION dO.a

with dO = A = — 2/e - 7 + log(4ir) the infinity from the renormalisation scheme
and the mass xmm = fi arbitrary. The final result should not depend on it. xm = m2

is the internal mass squared. This is of course a trivial function.

A.5.2 Two-point function
Calling sequence

The two-point function cbO = Ba(m\, m2, k2) is calculated in the subroutines

subroutine ffcbO(cbO,dO,xmu,ck,cna,cab,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX cbO,ck,cna,cmb
DOUBLE PRECISION nu.dO

subroutine ffxbO(cbO,dO,xnu,xk,xaa,XBb,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX cbO
DOUBLE PRECISION dO,xmu,xk,xma,zob

with dO and m as in the one-point function, zk = k2 in Bjprken and Drell metric
(-) ) and xna,b = TO£ b are the internal masses squared.

Comments

The maximum loss of precision without warning in the scalar two-point function
is (xloss)3 in the basic calculation plus zloss when adding the renormalisation
terms. Numerical instabilities only occur very close to threshold (k2 « (m o +
mt)2). The function can run into underflow problems if both \ma - m\,\ < ma

and \k2\ < ml. Note that this function uses Pauli metric (+ + + - ) internally.

A.5.3 Three-point function
Calling sequence

The three-point function ccO = Co{m\tm^fm
2,p\,j^,p^) is calculated in the

subroutines
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subroutine ffccO(ccO,cpi,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX ccO,cpi(6)

subroutine fixcO(ccu,xpi,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX ccO
DOUBLE PRECISION ipi(6)

The array z p i should contain the internal masses squared in positions 1-3 and
the external momenta squared in 4-6. The momentum xpi(4> = pf is the one
between z p i ( l ) = m\ and x p i ( 2 ) = m\, and so on cyclically. The routine
rotates the diagram to the best position, so only the swap m\ <-+ m j , p\ «-* <p\
can be used to test the accuracy.

There is an alternative entry point which can be used if there are significant
cancellations among the input parameters.

subroutine ffxcOa(ccO,xpi,dpipj,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX ccO
DOUBLE PRECISION xpi<6),dpipj(6,6)

All differences between the input parameters should be given in d p i p j ( i . j ) =
xp i ( i ) - xp i ( j ) .

In the testing stages one can use

subroutine ffccOr(ccO,cpi,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX ccO,cpi(6)

subroutine ffxcOr(ccO,xpi,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX ccO
DOUBLE PRECISION xpi(6)

It tries 2 different permutations of the input parameters and the two different signs
of the root in the transformation and takes the best one. This permutation can
later be chosen directly in the code.

If the requested three-point function is infra-red divergent (i.e. one internal
mass 0 and the other two on-shell) the terms log(A2), with A the regulator mass,
are replaced by log(6). In all other terms the limit A -» 0 is taken. The value of the
cutoff parameter d e l t a = 6 should be provided via the common block /itcut/,
in which it is the first (and only) variable. This infra-red option does not yet work
in case some of the masses have a finite imaginary part.
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Comments

The maximum loss of precision without warning is ( i loss) 5 . Numerical insta-
bilities again occur very close to thresholds (p? « (m* + m j + i ) 2 ) . There are
discrepancies with FormF for t-channel diagrams in case t -* 0, but there are
good reasons to distrust FormF there (the limit is not approached smoothly).

The Z vertex correction to an ee-y vertex with one of the electrons slightly
off-shell is stable only for one mirror image.

A.5.4 Four-point function

Calling sequence

The four-point function c&Q = DQ{m\,rn%,rn\,m\,p\,p\,p\,p\, (pi +?2)2,(P2 +
pz)2) is calculated in the subroutine

subroutine f fxdO(cdO,xpi,ier)

integer ier

DOUBLE COMPLEX cdO
DOUBLE PRECISIOH ipi(13)

The array xp i should contain the internal masses squared in positions 1-4, the
external momenta squared in 5-8 and s = {p\ + P2)2, t = fa + P3)2 in 9-10.
Positions 11-13 should contain either 0 or

xpiUi) = u = +xpi(5)+xpi<6)+xpi(7)+xpi(8)-xpi(9)-xpi(10)
xpi(12) = v = -xpi<5)+xpi(6>-zpi(7)+xpi(8)+xpi(9)+xpi(10)
xpi(13) = v = +xpi(5)-xpi(6)+acpi(7)-xpi(8)+xpi(9)+xpi(10)

Unfortunately the complex four-point function does not yet exist in a usable form.
There are two alternative entry points. The first one can be used if there are

significant cancellations among the input parameters.

subroutine fzxdOa(cdO,xpi,dpipj,ier)

integer ier

DOUBLE COMPLEX cdO
DOUBLE PRECISIOI xpi(13),dpipj<10,13)

in which these last elements are required and all differences between the input
parameters are given in d p i p j ( i , j ) = x p i ( i ) - xp iC j ) .

The second one can be used in the testing stages.
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subroutine ffxdOr(cdO,xpi,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE CDHPLEX cdO
DOUBLE PRECISION ipi(13)

It tries 6 different permutations of the input parameters and the two different signs
of the root in the transformation and takes the best one. This permutation can
later be chosen directly in the code.

If the requested four-point function is infra-red divergent (i.e. one internal
mass 0 and the adjoining lines on-shell) the terms log(A2), with A the regulator
mass, are replaced by \og(5). In all other terms the limit A —» 0 is taken. The
numerical value of de l ta = 6 should be placed in a common block / f f cu t / . Due
to problems in the transformation at this moment at most one propagator can
have zero mass.

Comments

The maximum loss of precision without warning is (z loss)7 . There may be prob-
lems with diagrams with masses and/or momenta squared exactly zero. If you get
a division by zero or the like try with a small non-zero mass.

The following diagrams are known not give an accurate answer:

1. Again, any configuration with an external momentum very close to threshold.

2. 77 —> 77 for s <C m 2

A.5.5 Five-point function
Calling sequence

The five-point function ceO = Eo(mf ,p 2 , (p< + j> i + 1 ) 2 , i = 1,5) and the five four-
point functions which one obtains by removing one internal leg are calculated in
the subroutine

subroutine ffzeO(ceO,cdOi,xpi,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX ce0,cd0i(5)
DOUBLE PRECISION xpi(20)

The array zp i should contain the internal masses squared in positions 1-5, the
external momenta squared in 6-10 and the sum of two adjacent external momenta
squared in 11-15 (the analogons of s and t in the four-point function). Positions
16-20 should contain either 0 or (p,- +pt+2)2 (the analogon of «) .
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There are two alternative entry points. The first one can be used if there are
significant cancellations among the input parameters.

subroutine ffxeOa(ceO,cdOi,xp±,dpipj,ier)
integer i er
DOUBLE COMPLEX ce0,cd0i(5)
DOUBLE PRECISION xpi(20) ,dpipj(15,20)

in which these last elements are required and all differences between the input
parameters are given in d p i p j ( i . j ) = x p i ( i ) - xp i ( j ) .

The second one can be used in the testing stages.

subroutine f fxe0r(ce0,cdOi,xpi , ier)
integer i er
DOUBLE COMPLEX ce0,cd0i(5)
DOUBLE PRECISION xpi(20)

It tries the 12 different permutations of the input parameters and the two different
signs of the root in the transformation and takes the best one. This permutation
can later be chosen directly in the code.

Comments

The five-point function has not yet been adequately tested.
The maximum loss of precision without warning is (xloss)7 . There may be

problems with diagrams witl. masses and/or momenta squared exactly zero. If you
get a division by zero or the like try with a small non-zero mass.

A.6 Tensor integrals
At this moment only the vector two, three and four-point functions are available,
of which the two-point functions is very badly implemented. These tensor integrals
are scheme-independent, the higher order functions differ between the Passarino-
Veltman scheme [8] and the kinematical determinant scheme described in chapter
3.

A.6.1 Vector integrals
Two-point function

The vector two-point function Bip11 = /dnQM/(<?2 - mf )((Q + p)2 - m|) is
calculated in
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subroutine ffxbi(cbi,cb0>ca0i,xp,xml,xm2,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE PRECISION xp,xml,xm2
COMPLEX cbi,cb0,ca0i(2)

The input parameters are cbO = Bo the scalar two-point function, caOi(i) =
Ao(m?) the scalar one-point functions and the rest as in f f xbO. This function
must/will be improved.

Three-point function

The subroutine for the calculation of the vector three-point function
+p2)

2 -m\) is

subroutine ffxcl(ccli,ccO,cbOi,xpi,piDpj,del2,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE PRECISION xpi(6),piDpj(6,6),del2
COMPLEX ccli(2),cc0,cb0i(3)

The required input parameters are ccO = Co the scalar three-point function,
cbOi(i) the two-point functions with TO? missing: cbOi(l) = Bo{p\ym2,m\).
Further xpi are the masses as in ffxcO and piDpj, del2 the dotproducts and
kinematical determinant as saved by ffxcO when ldot is .TRUE.

Four-point function

The calling sequence for the vector four-point function cd l i which returns Dn,
D\2t D13, the coefficients of p%, p% and p$ is

subroutine ffxdi(cdli(cd0,cc0i,xpi,piDpj,del3,del2i,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE PRECISION xpi(13),piDpj(10,10)fdel3,del2i(4)
COMPLEX cdli(3),cdO,ccOi(4)

The input parameters are as follows. cdO = Do is the scalar four-point function,
ccOi( i ) = Co(without m.j) the scalar three-point functions, xpi the masses as in
ffxdO and piDpj, del3 and de l2 i the dotproducts and kinematical determinant
as saved by ffxdO and ffxcO when ldot is .TRUE.

A. 7 Determinants

A knowledge of a few of the determinant routines may be useful to the user as
well. On the one hand they can be used in other parts of the calculation, e.g. in
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the reduction to scalar integrals, but they also are the place where the numerical
instabilities have been concentrated. It is often useful or even necessary to import
the required determinants directly from the kinematics section. We therefore list
all the routines calculating determinants of external vectors and some containing
internal vectors.

A. 7.1 2 x 2 determinants

To calculate the 2 x 2 determinant del2 = fip'jp£, pz — - ( p i +P2). given the
dotproducts use

subroutine ffcel2(del2,piDpj,113,11,12,i3,lerr,ier)
integer ns,il,i2,i3,lerr,ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX del2,piDpj(ns,ns)

subroutine ffdel2(del2tpiDpj,ns,il,i2>i3,lerr,ier)
integer ns.il,i2,i3,lerr,ier
DOUBLE PRECISION del2,piDpj(ns,ns)

In this piDpj Ci, j ) = pi -pj is the dotproduct of vectors p, and pj, i i , i 2 , i 3 give
the position of the three vectors of which the determinant has to be calculated in
this array, l e r r should be 1.

If the dotproducts are not known there is a routine for xlambd = A(oi, 02,03),
which is -2 times the determinant if a i = p?.

subroutine ffclmb(clambd,ccl,cc2,cc3,ccl2,ccl3,cc23,ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE COMPLEX clambd,ccl,cc2,cc3,ccl2,ccl3,cc23

subroutine ffxlmb(xlambd>al,a2,a3,al2,al3,a23>ier)
integer ier
DOUBLE PRECISION ilambd,al,a2,a3,al2,al3,a23

The a i j = a i - aj are again differences of the parameters in these routines.
An arbitrary 2 x 2 determinant &%$% can be obtained from f f d l 2 i :

subroutine ffdl2i(dl2i,piDpj,ns,il,i2,i3,isn,j1,j2,j3,
+ jsn.ier)

integer ns,il,i2,i3,isn,jl,j2,j3,jsn,ier
DOUBLE PRECISION dl2i,piDpj(ns,ns)

Here the vector p*, = i s n ^ +Pt,) and analogously for j . (Note that the sign is
important here).

If there is no connection between the two vectors one should use
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subroutine ffdl2t(dips,piDpj,i,j,k,1,Ik,islk,iss,ns,ier)
integer in,jn,ipl,kn,ln,lkn,islk,iss,ns,ier
DOUBLE PRECISION dlps,piDpj(ns,ns)

to calculate 6%'$, with pit = islk(isspj — pk) and no relationship between Pi, pj
assumed.

A.7.2 3 x 3 determinants

To calculate the 3 x 3 determinant dl3p = tfp'.'J £*£,'* given the dotproducts piDp j ,
one can use

subroutine ffdl3p(dl3p,piDpj,ns,ii,ier)
integer ns,ii(6),ier
DOUBLE PRECISION dl3p,piDpj(ns,ns)

The array i i ( j ) gives the position of the vectors of the determinant has to be
calculated in this array. We assume thatp« (4 ) = -piiW - Pi,(2) -p»(3). Pii(s) =
Pii(i) + P«(i) and piiW =p«( 2) +P«(3). with all vectors incoming.

The 3 x 3 determinant dl3q = £p!Jp!Jp!', which occurs in expressions for tensor
integrals, is calculated by

subroutine ffdl3q(dl3q,piDpj,il,i2,i3,jl,j2,j3,
+ isni,isn2,isn3,jsnl,jsn2,jsn3,ier)

integer ii,i2,i3,jl,j2,j3,isnl,isn2,isn3,jsnl,jsn2,jsn3,
+ ier

DOUBLE PRECISION dl3q,piDpj(10,10)

Now the only assumptions that are made are that pJn = jsnn(pjn - isnnp,n + 1) if
j n is unequal to zero. This routine should still be extended.

A.7.3 4 x 4 determinants

To calculate the 4 x 4 determinant dl4p = $££££££?£ given the dotproducts
piDp j , one can use

subroutine ffdl4p(dl4p,piDpj,ns,ii,ier)
integer ns,ii(10),ier
DOUBLE PRECISION dl4p,piDpj(ns,ns)

The array i i ( j ) gives the position of the vectors of the determinant has to be
calculated in this array. We assume that pi,(5) = -p«(i) - Pii(2) - Pi»(3) ~P«(4).
Pii(n+5) = P»i(n) +P«(n+u). with all vectors incoming again.
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Brief description of the scalar
loop routines

This appendix will give an overview of the structure of the scalar loop routines
which implement the algorithms of chapter 2. (A user's guide on the other hand is
given in appendix A.) The purpose of this is to provie a map for the adventurous
person who wants to understand what is going on. Please, if you find any bugs or
want to modify some of the code contact me so that the patch can be tested and
shared with other user's.

The language chosen is Fortran, mainly because so much of the calculations
are done with complex variables. There are currently about 26000 lines of code.
Some of it is repetitious, as many routines exist in a real and complex version
which hardly differ. Giobai names (subprograms, common biocks) almost all start
with the letters FF, for FormFactor (the only exeptions are the functions d f f l o i ,
z f f l o l , z f f log and zxf f lg ) . For this reason I refer to the set as the FF package.
The third letter of the name often indicates whether a routine is complex (z or
c) or real. The real four-point function is thus calculated with the routine f f xdO,
the complex dilogarithm in f f z l i 2 . All common blocks are included via a single
include file, which also defines some constants such as one and ir in the precision
currently used. I have tried hard to make switching between r e a l and double
precis ion as easy as possible.

The packages roughly consists of six kind of routines:

• The high-level and user-callable routines, such as if xdO.

• Dotproduct calculation routines, such as f f dot4.

• The determinant routines, such as f fd l4p ; the number indicates the size of
the determinant and the letter the kind.

• Routines to get combinations of dilogarithms, for instance f f czr; the names
roughly follow the names given in chapter 2.

• Low level routines: the logarithms, dilogarithms, ij functions.

• Support routines: initialisation, the error and warning system, taylor series
boundaries and consistency checking.

The high-level routines first compute missing arguments such as the differences
of the input parameters. Next the parameters are permuted to a position in which
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the evaluation is possible. All dotpruducts are calculated and from these the nec-
essary determinants are determined. In the case of the four-point function we now
perform the transformation (2.56) and compute all transformed dotproducts and
differences. The determinants and dot-products allow us to find the combinations
of roots mentioned in section 2.3.4, which are passed on to the routines which
evaluate the combinations of dilogarithms.

The most difficult part is to anticipate the cancellations among the diloga-
rithms without actually calculating them. This is usually done by comparing the
arguments mapped to the unit circle c't, with a safety margin. Unfortunately the
choices made are not always the best, especially on the higher levels (complete
C0's or Si's). This is the reason the user can influence the possibilities considered
with the flags 14also and Idc3c4, which switch on or off the 16 dilogarithm
algorithm (section 2.3.3) and the expanded difference between two three-point
functions (section 2.4.1).

The dilogarithms are evaluated in f f z l i 2 and f f z l i 2 . These expect their
arguments to lie in the region \z\ < 1, Re(z) < 1/2 already, more general functions
(used for testing) are f fzxdl and f fzzdl . The algorithm used is the expansion
in log(l — z) described in [25]. As the precision of the computer is unknown in
advance fancy Chebychev polynomials and the like are not used.

The values of the logarithms and dilogarithms are placed in a big array which
is only summed at the last moment. This is done to prevent false alarms of the
warning system. Every single addition in the whole program of which one cannot
prove that both operands have the same sign is checked for numerical problems
with a line like

sum = x + y + z
zmax = maxCabs(z),abs(y))
i f ( abs(sun) . I t . xloss*xmax ) c a l l ffwarn(n,ier,sum,zmai)

with x l o s s set to 1/8 by f f i n i t . A theoretically better way would be to compare
the result to the partial sums. We are however only interested in the order of
magnitude of the cancellation, and for that this method suffices.

The only other place where one can loose significant precision is in taking the
logarithm of a number close to 1. All calls to the logarithm are checked by a
wrapper routine for this case. A routine df f l o l / z f f l o l is provided to evaluate
log(l - a;).

Finally a word on the the determinant routines. They use in general a very
simplistic algorithm to find the linearly independent combination of vectors which
gives the most accurate answer: try until it works. All sets are tried in order
until the sum in no smaller than x lo s s times the largest term. In the larger
determinants this set is remembered and tried first the next time the routine is
called.
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In table B.I we give the timings of the scalar n-pint functions on different
machines. The numbers given can only be an indication as the path taken varies
wildly with the complexity of the problem. A numerical unstable set of parameters
might mean much more time spent in the determinant routines and a bit less in
the dilogarithms for instance. The flag l t e s t was turned off for these tests.

machine
NP1
Sun4
Apollo 10020
Atari ST

0.2
0.9

0.08
40

Bo
ms
ms
ms
ms

4.5
8.1
1.5
400

Co
ms
ms
ms
ms

13
20

4.9
900

Do

ms
ms
ms
ms

65
90
24

5800

£o
ms
ms
ms
ms

Table B.I: Timings of the scalar n-point functions.

For a Do, approximately 10% of the time is spent in the dilogarithms, 50% in
the determinants and the rest in the sorting out and summing.
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Code of the tensor reduction
routines
The tensor reduction scheme described in chapter 3 has been implemented in a
set of procedures in the Form [30] symbolic manipulation language. An example
of their use is given here plus the contents of one of the reduction routines. (The
code in this appendix was all written by J. Vermaseren.) The example has been
taken from the process discussed in section l.S, photon-photon scattering. (In
fact, this process was used to debug the reduction routines.) We show here the
Form job to evaluate one of the box diagrams with a fermion in the loop. The
other two follow by relabeling the indices. The diagrams with a vector boson in
the loop have also been evaluated and give similar results.

The first program takes this one diagram and reduces it to scalar integrals with
the help of the procedures reducen, n = 4,3,2 which break down the four-, three-
and two-point functions (the one-point functions are trivially reduced). To speed
things up we first divide out obvious factors Q-pi and Q-Q and use the fact that
our photons are on-shell. Afterwards some trivial identities are exploited.

findude declare.h
.global
•

* The 1234 diagram lor fennions:

G fermil - -(g_(l,Q)+m)*g_(l,»l)
*<g_a,Q)+g_(l,pl)+m)*g_(l,«2)

/M1/I2/M3/I4;
tracan.l;

id pl.pl
al p2.p2
al p3.p3
al pl.«l
al p2.«2
al p3.«3

0;
0;
0;
0;
0j
0;

*
* Th« •quiralent ox s+t+u * 0
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id pl.p3 « - pl.p2 - p2.p3;
.sort
id Q.pl - 12/2 - Ii /2;
id Q.p2 - 13/2 - M2/2 - pi.p2j
id q.p3 • 14/2 - 13/2 + pl.p2;
id Q.Q = II + s i . s i ;
id a"2 * s i . s i ;
.sort
*call r«duc«4{nllllI2|*3|I4lS|pllp2|p3|p4|v|D*lta3|D1234}
.sort
•call r«duc«3iWIIllI2!l3|S123|pllp2lp34lam|nu|Deltal23lC123l0l0}
#call r«duc«3{n|Mlll2lI4fS124|pl|p23lp4|mulnulDeltal24|C124|0|0}
•call r*dnc«3'{MI|VllI3f>4|S134|pl2!p3ip4|nalnn|D«ltal34|C134l0|0>
•call raduc«3{n 1121 f 31141S2341 p21 p31 pl41 nm I an I Delta2341C234111 pi}
*
* Flip th« normalisation of QQPP to the 2-points:
*
id QQPP » QQPP*2/3*(l+«psilon/6);
.sort
*call r«duc«2{W|IllI2l+lpl|sl|«2|B12lOlO|0|l>
Xcall r«duc«2-£Kf|IiiI3| + lpl2|sl|a3|B13|0|0|l|l}
•call r«duc«2{n|Il|I4|-|p4|sl|s4|B14l0l0|0|l>
*eall r«duc*2{nr|I2|I3l*|p2ls2|s3|B23lllpl|0|l}
•call r«dnc«2{MI|I2|I4l+|p33ls2|s4|B24|i|pl|l|l>
tcall r«duc«2-[«|I3|M4l + |p3ls3|84|B34|l|pi2|0|l>
.sort
id •_(pllp2,p3,nu?)*«_(pl,p2,p3,mu?) « D«lta3;
id •_(pl2,p2,p3,mtt?)*«_(pl2,p2,p3,nm?) • D*lta3;
id •_(pl,p2,p3,r) « D«lta3;
*
* 'R«duc»' th» one-point functions
*
if ( natch(s*l«ct,n,l/Ml) );

id q * 0;
id 1/11 > Al;

•ndif;
if ( Mtca(s«l«ct,mr,l/>2) );

id Q • -pi;
id 1/12 - A2;

•ndif;
if ( «atch(s«l«ct,W,l/I3) );

id Q - -pl2;
id 1/13 * A3;

•ndif;
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if ( match(selact,HI,l/I4) );
id Q = p4;
id 1/14 - A4;

endif;
if ( count(epsilon.l) > 0);

id epsilon*C123 « 0;
id epsilon*C124 « 0;
id epsilon*C134 = 0;
id •psilon*C234 = 0;
id epsilon*B12 = -2;
id epsilon*B13 - -2;
id epsilon*B14 = -2;
id epsilon*B23 » -2;
id epsilon*B24 = -2;
id epsilon*B34 = -2;
id epsilon*Al » -2*sl.sl;
id epsilon*A2 = -2*s2.s2;
id «psilon*A3 - -2*«3.s3;
id «psilon*A4 = -2*s4.s4;
id D1234*epsilon = 0;

id D1234(qqPP)*«psilon = 0;

•ndif;

. . . lots ot simplification particular to this diagram delated . . .

.end

The interesting part of course happen in the procedures. Here is one:

•procedure r«duce3(ini,Hl,li2,lt3)S,pl,p2,p34,imi,iiu,D«ltaJC,ns,ps)

Procedure for the reduction of three-point functions.
The parameters:

XI The set of all denominators. Used to avoid tampering with
denominators that should not be touched.

11 Q.Q-si.sl
12 The three denominators (Q+pl)"2-s2 «2
13 (q+pl+p2)-2-s3.«3

S The momentum without denominators, in the plane of pl,p2

Pi
P2
p34 * -pi-p2
mu an index that survives in the answer
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* an an index that survives in the answer
* Delta: The Gran determinant of the systea: delta(pl(p2,pl,p2)
* C The three-point function.
* na 1: shift, 0: noshift
* ps The rector to shift over
*

* In addition we use the global variables
*

* Q The noaentum to be integrated orer.
* FQ Temporary coauuting function to deal with Q in a unifora way.
* FP Temporary commit ing function to deal with P in a uniform way.
* il
* i2 Three dunny indices
* i3
* qqPP The universal Q.Q-P.P (see article)
* epsilon this is n-4 with n the dinension
* delta the generalised Kroneeker delta
*

if ( Batch(select,'n',l/'I1>/'M2'/'N3') );

*if 'ns> !- 0
id Q - Q-'ps';

*endif

id q * Fq(?);
id Fq(il?)fFq(i2?)*Fq(i3?) -

+ FP(il)*FP(i2)*FP(i3) + (

+FP(i2)*e_(>pl',»p2»,ii,'mu»)*e_('pi',»p2»,i3,'Bni')

) * qqPP * (l-epsilon/2) /2 /'Delta';
id Fq(il?)*Fq(i2?) - + FP(il)*FP(i2) + qqPP • (l-epsilon/2) /2 *

e.Cpl','p2',il,'mu')*e_(»pl',»p2»,i2,'mu') /'Delta';
id Fq(il?) - FP(il);

repeat;
id FP(il?)/'Ml'/'I2»/»I3' * ('S'(il)

+l/2*'Il>»delta(»pl','p2','p2',il)/'Delta'
+l/2*'I2'*delta(»pl\'p2\'p34',il)/'Delta'
+l/2*'M3'«delta('pl»,'p2','pl',il)/'Delta')/'*l'/'M2'/'I3';

endrepeat;

id qqpp/'ii»/'i2'/'i3' * »c(qqpp);
id l/'»l»/'»2'/'I3' * 'C;
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id •p»iloa*'C'-0;
id,oac«,FP(il?) -

id,oac*,FP(il?) -

f i i 'as' ! - 0
id Q - q+'pa';

ffwidif

•adif;

••adprocsdar*

One can see that the method described in section 3.5 is followed exactly. The
four-point reduction procedure is very similar, the two-point is somewhat longer
as the special cases p2 =0 and p2 = 0,m\= m | have to be treated separately.
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Distribution
The Fortran package FF can of course be freely copied and used. However, pleas*
do not change anything so that others which copied your code can be sure which
version they are using. The version being released this sumer (1990) is version
1.0. I have tested the Bo of it against FormF over all parameter space, the Co
for some 100 physical configurations and the Do for about 30. The Eo is as
yet untested (except for internal consistency). The only differences were in very
low t-channel configurations and I have reason to distrust FormF there1. There
remains, however, always the possibilities of errors in the code — please do some
tests before trusting the results given. Particularly prone to errors is the imaginary
part of the four-point function.

A copy of the code, roughly 2.8104 lines of code or about 800 Kbytes, and the
user's guide, can be obtained in the following ways:

• Via anonymous ftp from n ikhe fh .n ikhe f .n l in the directory f f .

• On 2 MS-DOS/Atari floppy disks, please send these to me at NIKHEF-H,
P.O. Box 41882, NL-1009 DB Amsterdam or Universitat Miinchen, Sektion
Physik, TheresienstraBe 37, D-8000 Miinchen 40.

The tensor reduction routines (and Form) can be obtained from J. Vermaseren,
t68Cnikhof .nl .

'The limit is not approached smoothly, and very extreme kinematic»! configurations such
a* those occuring in the ZEUS luminosity monitor [58] often give a DM>X. FF appoaehes the
theoretically correct limit smoothly.
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Een-lus integralen met zware
deeltjes

Inleiding
De beste natuurkundige theorie die tot nu toe gevonden is om de wereld om
ons heen op het meest fundamentele niveau te beschrijven staat bekend onder
de saaie naam "het Standaard Model". Het is een theorie waaruit enerzijds de
alledaagse klassieke mechanica en quantummechanica volgen en die anderszijds
experimenten bij de hoogste energieën (wat tengevolge van de onzekerheidsrelatie
van Heisenberg overeenkomt met kleine afstanden) volledig lijkt te verklaren. Deze
laatste voorzichtige uitspraak is een gevolg van het feit dat het standaard model
een zeer ingewikkelde theorie is. Het past weliswaar op één A4-tje in compacte
notatie, maar het is niet gemakkelijk een experimenteel verifieerbare voorspelling
te doen.

De experimenten in de hoge-energie fysica bestaan voornamelijk uit het met
hoge energie deeltjes op elkaar laten botsen of deeltjes laten vervallen. Van de
botsings- of vervalsfragmenten meet men de richting en energie (snelheid). De
verdeling van die deeltjes probeert een fenomenoloog uit de theorie te voorspellen.
Dat doorrekenen is niet triviaal: de enige bekende manier om deze voorspellingen
te doen is het beschouwen van de zgn. storingsreeks; hierin maakt men eerst
een ruwe schatting van het resultaat door de theorie sterk te vereenvoudigen en
verfijnd men die schatting op een systematische wijze. In een diagrammatische
notatie, naar de uitvinder Feynman-diagrammen genoemd, wordt de eerste term
van deze reeks voorgesteld door diagrammen zonder interne lussen. In het geval
van electron-positron (anti-electron) verstrooiing zijn dit de volgende diagrammen.

De tijd loopt hier van links naar rechts. Het linker diagram leest men dus als volgt:
eerst zijn er een electron (boven) en positron (beneden, met pijl de verkeerde kant
op). Deze wisselen een foton (slingerlijn) uit en gaan ieder hun weg. Het foton
(lichtdeeltje) is de overbrenger van de wisselwerking: na de interactie zijn de
richting van het electron en het positron veranderd; dit wordt in de diagrammen
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niet weergegeven. In het rechter diagram ziet men dat het electron en positron
elkaar vernietigen in een foton. Dit splitst zich even later weer in een electron-
positron paar.

Deze diagrammen geven niet alleen een beeld van wat er plaats vindt maar
staan ook voor exacte formules die de kans geven dat het electron onder een
bepaalde hoek gedetecteerd wordt. Deze voorspelling is tot op een paar procent
nauwkeurig. Wil men beter weten wat er gebeurd dan moet men ook de één-lus
diagrammen doorrekenen. Een paar van de 17 diagrammen met alleen electronen,
positronen en fotonen zijn hieronder gegeven.

(Er zijn nog veel meer diagrammen als ook de andere deeltjes in het standaard
model beschouwd worden). Verder blijken voor een consistente berekening ook
de diagrammen met een extra uitgaand foton nodig te zijn: het is experimenteel
onmogelijk om onderscheid te maken tussen een electron en de combinatie van
een electron plus een heel zacht foton. Dit is de reden dat deze berekeningen ook
wel stralingscorrecties worden genoemd.

Het evalueren van de een-lus diagrammen is veel werk. Dit proefschrift geeft
nieuwe methoden hiervoor. Het verschil met andere methoden is dat wij overal
proberen de eindige massa van alle deeltjes te betrekken in de berekening. In het
hierboven gegeven voorbeeld is dat nodig als de verstrooiingshoek klein is, dus als
het electron en positron bijna rechtdoor gaan. Ook in andere reacties is het vaak
onmogelijk de massa's te verwaarlozen. De berekeningen worden erg veel simpeler
als de deeltjes massaloos gesteld kunnen worden; wij proberen ook met massa's
relatief simpele formules te geven.

Het evalueren van scalaire een-lusintegralen
In hoofdstuk 2 worden de scalaire lus-integralen behandeld, dit zijn de elementaire
bouwstenen van de een-lus diagrammen. De algemene oplossing is al lang bekend,
maar het gebruik hiervan geeft vaak problemen vanwege numerieke instabiliteiten:
vaak worden halverwege de berekening getallen van elkaar afgetrokken die heel
groot en bijna gelijk zijn. Het resultaat is dan slecht of zelfs helemaal niet bekend
omdat deze getallen maar tot op een eindig aantal cijfers bekend zijn (15 in veel
computers). Het is niet moeilijk voorbeelden te geven waar 80 cijfers tegen elkaar
weg vallen!
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Wij zijn er in geslaagd deze instabiliteiten te concentreren in de berekening
van fysische objecten, zogenaamde kinematische determinanten en generalisaties
hiervan. Van deze objecten is al lang bekend dat ze zeer instabiel kunnen zijn,
maar ook zijn er talrijke methoden om ze wel goed te berekenen. De nieuwe
methoden zijn zowel numeriek als analytisch goed bruikbaar om snel een antwoord
te krijgen. We hebben ze als numeriek computerprogramma geïmplementeerd, een
handleiding is gegeven in appendix A.

De reductie van de tensorintegralen
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de tensorreduktie behandeld. Dit is het omschrijven van
de een-lus Feynman-diagrammen naar een som van scalaire lus-integralen. Hier-
voor zijn ook al lang schema's bekend, maar ook deze zijn niet altijd even sta-
biel. De ideeën van het vorige hoofdstuk kunnen zeer goed worden gebruikt om
korte en stabiele formules voor deze reductie te geven. Veel van dezelfde kine-
matische determinanten blijken ook hier een rol te spelen. Deze algorithmes zijn
geïmplementeerd in de algebraïsche computertaal Form (hierin worden formules
en symbolen gemanipuleerd, niet getallen zoals in traditionele rekentalen). Een
voorbeeld van deze reductie-programma's is gegeven in appendix C.

Een massaregularisatieschema voor QCD
Het gemak waarmee we nu een-lus diagrammen met massa's kunnen behandelen
willen we gebruiken om berekeningen te doen binnen de theorie van de sterke
kernkracht, QCD. Dit gedeelte van het standard model is niet zo goed getest. Dit
komt omdat de storingsreeks in QCD veel onnauwkeuriger is dan in het voorbeeld
uit de inleiding: de eerste orde kan er makkelijk een factor 2 naast zitten. Verder
zijn de elementaire deeltjes van QCD, de quarks en gluonen, niet rechtstreeks
beschikbaar voor experimenten omdat ze alleen gebonden in protonen en andere
deeltjes gezien worden. Een beschrijving van deze gebonden toestanden kunnen
we (nog) niet uit de theorie afleiden. Bij hoge energieën echter lijken de deeltjes
binnen het proton zich vrij te bewegen en is een botsing tussen een proton en
een ander deeltje om te schrijven naar een botsing van een quark of gluon met
het andere deeltje. Het enige wat we hier voor nodig hebben is de zogenaamde
distributiefunctie van het quark of gluon, die de kans geeft om dat deeltje binnen
het proton aan te treffen.

Een probleem bij berekeningen met QCD is dat de deeltjes (bijna) massaloos
zijn, wat zich uit in heel veel oneindigheden in de tussenstappen van een een-
lus berekening. Ook de distributiefuncties blijken dan een oneindigheid in zich
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te herbergen. Deze oneindigheden worden handelbaar gemaakt door middel van
een zgn. regularisatiemethode. De meest gebruikte is om de berekening niet in de
vertrouwde vier dimensies (drie ruimte en tijd) uit te voeren maar in een vier plus
een heel klein beetje. In alle tussenstappen is dan het antwoord eindig (hoewel
wat vreemd), en aan het eind zetten we de dimensie weer op vier. In dit hoofdstuk
grijpen we terug naar de oude methode om de theorie handelbaar te maken: we
geven ?!!e deeltjes (kleine) massa's. De distributiefuncties zien er dan anders uit.
We b--rekenen in dit hoofdstuk het verschil met de andere methode om zo toch
tot hetzelfde antwoord te kunnen komen.

Het voordeel van de massaregularisatiemethode is dat grote gedeeltes van de
berekening nu gemakkelijk door een computer kunnen worden verricht. Dit brengt
de hoeveelheid mensenwerk die een een-lus berekening in QCD vergt aanzienlijk
terug.

QCD stralingscorrecties op zware quark pro-
ductie
Uiteindelijk passen we de resultaten van de voorgaande hoofdstukken toe in een
berekening van een fysisch proces. Hiervoor hebben we zware quark productie
gekozen in electron-proton botsingen. In het standaard model bestaan ook quarks
die veel zwaarder zijn dan de bouwstenen van het proton. De zwaarste, het top-
quark, is nog niet gevonden; de massa hiervan moet meer dan 80 keer die van het
proton zijn. We berekenen de stralingscorrectie op de produktie van dit top quark
bij de voorgestelde electron-proton botser LEP/LHC op CERN, Genève. Dit blijkt
met de hier ontwikkelde methodes inderdaad niet zo veel werk te zijn. We vinden
dat de correcties de kans dat een top-quark gevormd wordt met 60% verhogen.
Dit is iets meer dan een andere methode al had aangegeven. De stralingscorrecties
op die andere methode worden nu ook uitgerekend, maar zijn nog niet bekend.
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